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Section 1
Introduction, Purpose and Methodology
Introduction and Purpose
1.1

The Environmental Dimension Partnership (EDP) is an independent environmental
planning and design consultancy based in Cirencester in the Cotswolds. The practice
provides advice to private and public sector clients in relation to a range of
environmental issues, especially landscape, ecology, archaeology, agricultural and rural
land issues and EIA.

1.2

EDP has been commissioned by Westerman Homes Ltd. ('the client') to undertake a
landscape character and visual assessment of a parcel of land adjacent the A6007
Ilkeston Road to the north and east of the existing settlement of Stapleford. It is centred
approximately on National Grid Reference (NGR) SK 495 389. (see Plan EDP 1).

1.3

This report sets out the findings of EDP’s landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA)
for the proposed development of the site. Specifically EDP’s work has:
•
•
•
•

1.4

Reviewed the planning documentary context of the site;
Assessed local site circumstances, especially the character of the site and its setting
in landscape terms;
Assessed what views are available to/from the site and the way in which the site is
seen in its landscape context; and
Assessed the effects of the development in landscape terms, on both the character
and fabric of the landscape and the views available towards it.

Given that EDP’s landscape advice was sought at an early stage in the planning process,
EDP’s work has addressed the principle of development on the site and informed the
general layout and landscape strategy of the scheme.

Methodology
Core Documents used in this Assessment
1.5

EDP is a registered practice of the Landscape Institute. Our LVIA work is conducted in
accordance with the principles set out in:(i)

Landscape Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland published by the
Countryside Commission and Scottish Natural Heritage in May 2002 (reference CAX
84); and
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(ii) Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (second edition) produced
by IEMA in 2002.
1.6

A comprehensive glossary of landscape terms and definitions used in landscape
assessment is given in Appendix EDP 1. A full description of the EDP methodology is
provided in Appendix EDP 2.
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Section 2
Policy Review and Findings of EDP Data Trawl
2.1

An appreciation, of the significance in landscape terms of any development starts with
an understanding of the context within which any such development is to be tested for
its acceptability.

2.2

The site is located within the borough of Broxtowe. The current development plan for
the borough includes several ‘saved’ policies of the Local Plan which was adopted in
2004. Appendix 3 includes a list of the ‘saved’ polices for reference and an extract of
the proposals map in the vicinity of the site. Policies relevant to this assessment are
reproduced, where appropriate, below.

2.3

Broxtowe Council is also in the process of developing its Local Development Framework
documentation and consultation related to its Core Strategy was undertaken in 2009
and early 2010. Relevant extracts of this are included at Appendix EDP 4.

2.4

EDP have conducted a data trawl of relevant landscape designations and policies, with
the findings detailed below and, where appropriate, illustrated on Plan EDP 2.

Landscape Designations
National Designations
2.5

The site does not lie within a nationally designated landscape such as a National Park or
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).
Green Belt

2.6

The site lies within the Green Belt as defined within the Broxtowe Local Plan (as
illustrated on the extract proposals maps included at Appendix EDP 3).

2.7

The Green Belt is not a landscape designation but a strategic planning tool with a
number of specific purposes set out in paragraph 1.5 of PPG2. The designation also
serves a role in preventing urban sprawl and promoting the previous governments
intended ‘urban renaissance’. Whilst paragraph 3.15 of PPG2 refers to the protection of
the visual amenity of the Green Belt, the amenity of public spaces is also protected by
other open space related policies although no specific policies apply to this site. The
visual assessment (Section 7) considers the effects of the proposed development on the
visual amenity of views from elsewhere within the Green Belt.

2.8

The Local Plan includes policy E8 which deals with protection of the Green Belt:
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“E8 Planning permission will not be granted for development in the Green Belt except
where it constitutes appropriate development.
Appropriate development includes:
a)
b)
c)

d)

e)
f)
g)

Buildings appropriate to agriculture and forestry;
Essential facilities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation;
Essential facilities for cemeteries and for other uses of land which
preserve the openness of the Green Belt and which do not conflict with
the purposes of including land within it;
Limited extension, alteration or replacement of existing dwellings,
provided that it does not result in disproportionate additions over and
above the size of the original building;
Limited infilling or redevelopment of major developed sites;
Changes of use of agricultural and other buildings to employment and
tourism uses which help to diversify the economy; and
Mineral working subject to high environmental standards and a high
standard of restoration.”

2.9

Two further Green Belt policies, E9 and E10, were not saved by the Secretary of State
and as such are not considered here.

2.10

Relevant national Green Belt policy on the control of 'inappropriate development', as
expressed within PPG2, is a significant material consideration in this case and is dealt
with elsewhere within planning application documents.

2.11

Draft National Policy in the form of the Draft National Planning Policy Framework is also
considered elsewhere within the application documents.
Local Landscape Designations

2.12

There are no local landscape designations applicable to the site itself. However, Policy
E13 protects the character and appearance of ‘prominent areas’ which includes the
Stapleford Hill area, immediately adjacent to the site, and the Bramcote Hills, slightly
further to the east. As such, the effect on these features will be considered by this
assessment.

2.13

Policy E13 reads as follows:
“E13 Development which would adversely affect the character or appearance of the
following prominent areas as shown on the Proposals Map will not be permitted:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Catstone Hill Ridge, Strelley;
Stapleford Hill,Stapleford;
Bramcote Hills and Bramcote Ridge;
Burnt Hill, Bramcote; and
4
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e)

Windmill Hill, Stapleford.”

Conservation Areas
2.14

The site is not located within, adjacent or near to a conservation area. The nearest
conservation area is at Bramcote, approximately 1.1km to the south east. It is
considered that development proposals will not be visible from within this area or have
any significant effects on the setting of it.

2.15

A further conservation area exists in the adjacent Erewash Borough at Stanton-by-Dale
(2.25km to the south west) and this site does enjoy some limited views towards the site.
As such, effects on this area are considered further at Section 7 of this report.
Listed Parks and Gardens

2.16

No part of the site lies within or close to any parks or gardens listed on English
Heritage’s Register of Parks and Gardens of Historic Interest.
Listed Buildings

2.17

There are no statutorily designated listed buildings located within the boundary of the
site. The nearest listed buildings identified on the Nottinghamshire Historic
Environmental Records (HER) are the Grade II listed Swancar and Swansea canal bridges,
which are located approximately 130m and 450m, respectively, to the north on the
disused Nottingham Canal.

2.18

Accordingly, the proposed development of the site would not have a direct impact upon
any listed buildings which are protected by statute, as well as by national, regional and
local planning policy. Given that the site is not visible from these or any other listed
buildings, indirect effects are also considered negligible.
Tree Preservation Orders (TPO)

2.19

Trees the subject of a TPO are protected under Part VIII of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 and the Town and Country Planning (Trees) Regulations 1999 (‘the
Regulations’) which came into force on 2 August 1999.

2.20

EDP has been advised by Broxtowe District Authority that no TPO’s protect any trees
within the site or at its boundaries.
Rights of Way and Open Access Land

2.21

Rights of way and open access land are shown on the 1:25,000 OS Explorer series maps
used under licence in the EDP plans. There are a number of Public Rights of Way within
the site, including a short length of the Robin Hood Way which is a National Trail.
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2.22

There is no 'Open Access Land' within the site or in its immediate vicinity.

2.23

The visual effects on views from vantage points on the local Public Rights of Way
network and the potential for enhancement are dealt with later in this assessment.
Green Space Strategy

2.24

Broxtowe Council manages and maintains around 50 parks within its boundaries
including the Green Flag awarded Colliers Wood and Bramcote Hills Park (the latter just
some 400m east of the site).

2.25

In 2008 the council undertook a Green Spaces Audit and in 2009 published a
consultation draft of their ‘Your Space Your Place’ green space strategy. This strategy
includes the following vision statement:
“To achieve a sustainable network of high quality Green Spaces that satisfy the needs of
Broxtowe’s residents and visitors, that are clean, safe well maintained and contribute to
an improvement in people’s quality of life and the biodiversity of the borough.”

2.26

Also within the document are a number of key aims, each with associated objectives. Of
the 5 aims, Aim 3 is most pertinent to the proposed development of the site:
“Aim 3 – Ensuring that the type and levels of accessible Green Space provision are
appropriate to the current and future needs of residents and visitors.”

2.27

The objectives associated with this aim are as follows:
1. Ensure that the Green Spaces are functional and appropriate to users’ needs;
2. Work towards achieving Broxtowe’s adopted standards of provision;
3. Provision of new Green Spaces in line with increasing population and new
housing developments as identified in the Planning Development Framework;
and
4. Ensure new sites are well designed and that appropriate maintenance schedules
are planned and adequately financed.”

2.28

Given that the proposed development of the site would increase the local population, it
is to be expected that a contribution (financial or spatial) towards Broxtowe’s Green
Spaces would be required.

2.29

Broxtowe Local Plan also includes policy RC6 which sets out the requirements for open
space within new development:
“Permission will not be granted for residential development on sites which are 0.5 ha or
more, or have 15 dwellings or more, taking account of any larger site of which it forms
part, unless:
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a) Provision is made for public open space and children’s play areas in accordance
with the standards set out in Appendix 9, or as set out in planning briefs for
development sites, or through contributions to the provision or improvement of
facilities related to the site; and
b) The open space and children’s play areas are set out and equipped to suit their
approved purposes; and
c) Local landscape, ecological and amenity features are retained or enhanced
through the provision of the open space and children's play areas; and
d) The design of any open space provision will take into account possible provision
of features beneficial to wildlife.”
2.30

The recommended outdoor playing space standards at Appendix 9 of the Local Plan are
derived from the National Playing Fields Association’s document “The Six Acre
Standard” (now ‘Fields in Trust’) and the Council’s Playing pitch Strategy and Action
Plan:
“For every 1,000 population, 1.03 hectares of outdoor sport space should be provided
as a minimum, together with 0.6-0.8 hectares of children’s playing space.”
Green Infrastructure

2.31

Green Infrastructure (GI) is a strategic network of accessible, multifunctional green
spaces, or assets, which may be managed to deliver a wide range of benefits to wildlife
and existing and future populations.

2.32

At present EDP is not aware of any locally specific Green Infrastructure strategy or
framework that will be forthcoming from Broxtowe Council which is applicable to the
site.

2.33

At a regional level, the site falls within the ‘Three Cities (Derby, Leicester and
Nottingham) and the Three Counties (Derbyshire, Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire)’ –
called the ‘6C’s sub region’. This area is one of the 29 areas with ‘Growth Point Status’
proposed under the Sustainable Communities Plan for significant housing growth.

2.34

The 6C’s sub region has developed a complete sub-regional GI strategy, commissioned
in 2008 and published in 2010. It provides an ‘overarching strategic framework to 2026
for Green Infrastructure planning, investment and delivery by stakeholders working
across the environmental, economic and social sectors’. Relevant extracts of the Strategy
are included at Appendix EDP 5.

2.35

Within the strategy the site at Stapleford is identified (within Figure 4.4) within an
‘Urban Fringe Green Infrastructure Enhancement Zone’ and, broadly, within a ‘City Scale
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Green Infrastructure Corridor’. It is not however identified as an existing GI asset,
although land to the immediate north and east is.
2.36

The strategy sets out that City Scale GI Corridors ‘connect the sub-regional corridors,
the urban fringe and the urban cores’. As such, development of the site should ensure
that it does not jeopardise the local functioning of the GI network.

2.37

The strategy also states that Urban Fringe GI Enhancement Zones should ‘deliver
benefits for both existing and new communities related to specific principal urban areas
and sub-regional centres in the local areas where most development is likely to take
place’.

2.38

Further to these strategic objectives, the site includes a number of hedgerows, mature
trees and a stream corridor with landscape and ecological value and as such these
should, insofar as is possible, be sensitively included within any development proposal.
Accordingly, EDP have advised the client and the masterplanning team throughout the
design process on the value of these features and the ability of the scheme to retain
(and enhance) them successfully.

2.39

The level to which this is considered to be achieved within the proposed development,
and the overall consideration of GI effects is commented upon at Section 8.

Interim Conclusions drawn from the Findings of the Data Trawl
2.40

The site falls within the Green Belt.

2.41

The site does not fall within any nationally designated landscapes.

2.42

The site lies adjacent to a local ‘prominent area’ designation and, as such, this matter is
given due consideration at Sections 4 and 6.

2.43

No TPO’s exist on the site.

2.44

There are two listed buildings within 1km of the site though their location suggests it
will be unaffected by the development proposals and this issue is therefore not
considered further.

2.45

Several Public Rights of Way exist within the site. Indirect effects may also be
experienced elsewhere on the local network. Impacts on the character of the network
and its visual amenity are explored further at Sections 6 and 7 respectively.

2.46

The councils draft Green Space Strategy calls for the provision of Green Space to be
proportional with increasing population. Policy RC6 of the Local Plan sets out the
specific ratio of provision to new population.
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2.47

A strategic GI framework is in place at sub-regional level, the objectives of which have
some relevance to the site.

2.48

There is a range of Green Infrastructure assets situated within and immediately around
the site. Development proposals therefore have the potential to impact directly and
indirectly on these features, particularly where development may sever any wildlife
corridors or pedestrian links.

2.49

The effect of the development proposals on GI assets is explored further at Section 8.

2.50

No other relevant designations exist in or around the site.
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Section 3
Landscape Character: Baseline Conditions
3.1

3.2

Landscape Assessment is comprised of a study of two separate but inter-linked issues:
•

Landscape character is the physical makeup and condition of the landscape itself. It
arises from a distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of physical and social
elements, aesthetic factors and perceptual aspects (big fields, steep slopes,
coniferous woodlands etc); and

•

Visual amenity is the way in which the site is seen; views to and from the site, their
direction, character and sensitivity to change (see Section 4).

This section summarises any relevant published landscape assessments which contribute
to a better understanding of the site’s landscape character context. Such assessments
provide a helpful contextual understanding of the site’s landscape character, but rarely
deliver an adequate site-specific assessment. This requires a site-specific landscape
character assessment, which EDP has also undertaken and is described at paragraph
3.12 et seq.

Published Assessments: National Landscape Character
3.3

The landscape of England has been subject of a nationwide Landscape Character
Assessment. The former Countryside Agency, in conjunction with English Nature, has
produced ‘The Character of England: Landscape, Wildlife and Natural Features’. The
Character of England divides the English countryside into 159 separate landscape
character areas.

3.4

The site and its immediate vicinity fall within National Landscape Character Area 38
‘Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Yorkshire Coalfield’. A copy of the document is
attached at Appendix EDP 6. The key characteristics which are generally applicable to
the site and its environs and are set out as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Widespread evidence of industrial activity including mine buildings, former spoil tips
and iron and steel plants;
Complex mix of built-up areas, industrial land, dereliction and farmed open country;
Many areas affected by urban fringe pressures creating fragmented and
downgraded landscapes;
Substantial areas of intact agricultural land in both arable and pastoral use;
Small, fragmented remnants of pre-industrial landscape and semi-natural
vegetation, including many areas of woodland, river valley habitats, subsidence
flashes and other relict habitats;
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•
•
•
•
•

Ever-present urban influences from major cities, smaller industrial towns and mining
villages;
Widespread influence of transport routes, including canal, road (M1, M62) and rail,
with ribbon developments emphasising the urban influence in the landscape;
Rolling landforms with hills, escarpments and broad valleys;
Local variation in landscape character reflecting variations in underlying geology;
and
Strong cultural identity arising from history of coal mining and other heavy industry.

Published Assessments: County Landscape Character
3.5

At a slightly more local level the Nottinghamshire landscape has been the subject of a
more detailed characterisation exercise published in 1997 and called the ‘Countryside
Appraisal’. Relevant extracts of this document are provided at Appendix EDP 7.

3.6

The assessment defines an area of landscape to the western edge of the county which
includes the site as ‘Coalfield Farmlands’.

3.7

The key characteristics of this area are set out as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.8

Key recommendations for the landscape strategy of the Coalfield Farmlands are set out
as follows:
•
•
•
•

3.9

“Varied undulating topography;
Closely spaced mining settlements;
Pockets of pastoral farmland;
Small to medium-sized hedged fields;
Network of narrow winding lanes;
Mine sites, pit heaps and disused railway lines;
Rows of red brick terrace housing; and
Scattered, small broad-leaved woodlands”.

“Conserve and strengthen the small-scale pattern of hedged fields and lanes;
Conserve pastoral character and promote measures for enhancing grassland
diversity;
Identify opportunities for small-scale tree and woodland planting; and
Promote measures for retaining and enhancing the distinctive local character of
mining villages.”

Again these characteristics and recommendations are considered broadly accurate
and appropriate for the site's local context but vary in their accuracy in relation to
the site itself.
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3.10

The completion of the Countryside Appraisal resulted in the creation of a number of
landscape ‘Policy Zones’ each with specific landscape strategies. The site falls within
the ‘NC02 Babbington Rolling Farmlands’ Policy Zone, a copy of which is attached
as Appendix EDP 7.

3.11

The characteristic features of this policy zone are set out as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

“Landform is varied with areas of strongly undulating to gently rolling
landscape;
The disused Nottingham Canal to the west of the area forms a principal
watercourse. Although no longer navigable, the watercourse is used as a
recreational resource with opportunities for fishing, walking and
experiencing wildlife;
There are several small brooks and ditches within the area which drain
towards the Nottingham Canal and the River Erewash;
The area has a predominantly rural character;
Fields are predominantly medium sized arable fields. The historic field pattern
has mostly been modified or modernised in this area, although there are
some pockets of fields with historic characteristics still evident around
Cossall;
Smaller fields can be found clustered around traditional settlements such as
Cossall and Babbington; these tend to be more frequently used for grazing
of livestock including horses;
Fields are generally regular in shape but there are occurrences of irregular
boundaries particularly along the watercourses where these become more
sinuous;
Arable fields are bounded by generally well maintained hedgerows although
fragmentation has occurred within the larger fields to the south. Some areas
used for horse grazing have been fenced;
The area has the perception of being well wooded due to the presence of
blocks of woodland, smaller copses and a high number of hedgerows and
hedgerow trees;
There are areas of historic woodland such as Grange Wood and Oldmoor
Wood;
A network of narrow winding lanes bordered by intact hedgerows remains;
these are remnants of the historic more dispersed rural settlement pattern;
Small isolated settlements such as Cossall have retained their original rural
settlement pattern with distinctive centres, brick built farmsteads and
traditional churches;
The central area of the DPZ is largely undeveloped rolling farmland
characterised by large isolated farmsteads. Farmsteads are characterised by
large outbuildings;
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•

•

3.12

There are long open views over the rolling landscape to wooded horizons,
however in some areas views are enclosed by these woodlands. Views to the
west of the area are across the Erewash valley towards the adjacent
settlement of Ilkeston where the church tower is prominent; and
The M1 motorway is an urbanising feature which cuts northeast to
southwest across the character area. Often sat within a cutting, views of it
are limited to a few locations where the carriageway is visible. Noise from
the motorway is apparent.”

The policy zone document goes on to set out ‘Landscape Actions’ set out below:
“Landscape features
• Conserve and enhance the historic woodland through management to retain
its landscape value;
• Enhance the field pattern of the areas of large scale agriculture by replacing
areas of lost hedgerow and planting new hedgerow trees;
• Enhance screening of the M1 by planting woodland belts to reduce views of
the motorway;y
• Establish a programme of replacement and management of hedgerow trees;
and
• Conserve areas of old enclosure such as those around Cossall.
Built form
• Conserve the historic character of the traditional rural settlements and
isolated farmsteads;
• New large agricultural barns should be minimised; proposals should include
planting to reduce their scale and prominence in the landscape; and
• Protect the rural character of the area by minimising the visual effect of
urban expansion from surrounding settlements including Nottingham City by
replicating traditional dispersed edges of rural settlements such as Cossall,
undertaking planting on the urban boundary and including retention or
creation of traditional smaller pastoral fields close to settlements.
Other development/ structures in the landscape
• Minimise the effect of any further widening activities along the M1 by small
scale planting of woodlands.”

3.13

Several of these actions could be accommodated within the site, in the context of
residential development.
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Interim Conclusions arising from the Review of Background Landscape
Character Assessments
(i)

The description of the National Landscape Character Area 38 ‘Nottinghamshire,
Derbyshire and Yorkshire Coalfield’ is generally appropriate to the site's local
context but it is a very generalised assessment;

(ii) The Nottinghamshire Countryside Appraisal, 1997, identifies the site within the
‘Coalfield Farmlands' landscape type. The key characteristics of this area are
deemed generally accurate for the site’s local context though do not contain any
specific detail relating to the site itself; and
(iii) The site falls within the NC02 – Babbington Rolling Farmlands ‘Policy Zone’
(resulting from the Countryside Appraisal) and again many of the key characteristics
of this zone are applicable to the site, though no specific reference to the site is
made.
3.14

The following paragraphs of this EDP assessment provide the necessary detail to inform
the acceptability and, if appropriate, design of development within the subject site.

EDP’s own Site Landscape Character Assessment
3.15

An on-site assessment undertaken by Chartered Landscape Architects in April 2010 and
a study of aerial photography and mapping has enabled EDP to prepare a map of the
site context and local landscape character, contained as Plan EDP 2 from which the
following key points can be drawn.
•

The site lies on gently sloping ground, gradually rising from west to east with a
more notable slope at the eastern end, closest to Stapleford Hill;

•

The site is located to the north of the A6007 Ilkeston Road and to the northeast of
the main part of the existing settlement of Stapleford. Existing development borders
the eastern, southern and western boundaries of the site;

•

Elsewhere to the north the site is bounded by public open space and the railway
line;

•

A single farm complex, ‘Field Farm’ is located to the centre of the site;

•

Peripheral boundaries are generally defined by hedgerows with occasional trees. To
the north of Field Farm however lies the ‘Boundary Brook’ stream corridor which
defines the site boundary and is formed by dense Willow woodland. To the east,
Stapleford Hill is covered with dense woodland mainly comprising oak and ash;
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•

Within the site there is a single hedgerow of relatively low quality which follows the
line of the brook to the west of Field Farm;

•

To the south east of Field Farm, on the more elevated area of land, a broad belt of
strategic planting has been undertaken. Comprising a mix of native woodland tree
species, this planting remains immature, with specimens generally having a stem
diameter below 50mm;

•

The majority of the site is presently lying fallow though there was some evidence of
recent ploughing at the time of EDP’s survey; and

•

As a result of its topography and proximity to built up areas the site has a strong
relationship with the existing settlement areas to the south, west and east. Views
are generally limited to the leading edge of these areas and to parts of the public
open space to the north. A small area in the middle distance to the north, around
Swancar Farm, is visible from some areas of the site and longer distance views in
the direction of Hallam Fields and Stanton by Dale are available from the elevated
eastern sector.

3.16

In general, while the fabric of the site itself has a character typical of pastoral land this is
overwhelmed and degraded by the urbanising effect of adjacent development. The least
affected by this effect is the north east area beyond the belt of strategic planting
though the proximity of the railway line to this area has a detrimental effect. All in all
the site is considered to be of low landscape quality and should be capable of
accommodating change without necessitating the loss of its more positive features such
as the woodland and brook.

3.17

In respect of the ‘Babbington Rolling Farmlands’ key characteristics, generally, these
characteristics are considered to be pertinent to the site and its environs. The
exceptions to this, worthy of specific mention, are:
•

•
•

The site does not have a predominantly rural character, bordered, as it is, by
urban form on three sides (and a rail line in close proximity to the other) and
sitting within a predominantly urban landscape;
The arable fields comprising the site do not have well maintained hedgerows
with many in poor condition and ‘gappy’;and
The farmstead within the site is small and does not include large scale
outbuildings.

Interim Conclusions
3.18

In terms of landscape character it will be necessary to consider the effect of
development on 3 distinct areas defined and described within the various published
character descriptions and acknowledged by EDP's own surveys. These are:
16
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•
•
•
3.19

The character of the site itself;
The character of the wider landscape unit in which it sits, in particular the visual
envelope to the west of the site and the open space to the north; and
The character of the ‘Babbington Rolling Farmlands’ policy zone.

The development of the site is on such a scale that it is not considered to have any
effect on the National Character Area description, particularly as this already includes
significant urban form.
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Section 4
Visual Amenity: Baseline Conditions
4.1

EDP have conducted an assessment of the views available to and from the site by
walking and driving, as appropriate, local roads and rights of way. Before doing so, a
broad area of search was defined using a GIS based computer programme which
predicts the visual envelope of the site, based on topography only. The ‘visual envelope’
(VE) of a site is the area of land which is seen in views from the site and therefore (it can
be presumed), from which all or part of the site can be seen looking back (or over which
it has ‘Visual Influence’). In practice, this is not necessarily the case, for the reasons set
out below.

4.2

The VE of a site is normally greater in winter (when trees have no leaves), so the best
practice guidance cited in paragraph 1.4 recommends that such assessments are carried
out in the winter months. EDP’s survey was undertaken in early April, before leaves had
emerged, and so complies with this guidance.

The Visual Envelope of the Site (areas able to see the site)
4.3

The theoretical VE of the site, based on the computer modelling of terrain only is
illustrated at Appendix EDP 8. This illustrates that, as a result of the undulating ‘rolling’
landscape the site has the potential to have a wide ranging VE in all directions.

4.4

In practice however, buildings and vegetation limit the views available very significantly.
The more accurate representation of the VE of the site, based on EDP verification
findings in the field, are illustrated on Plan EDP 3, from which it can be seen that:
•

Existing development and vegetation to the north-west, west, south and east
effectively blocks visibility to nearby and middle distance views in these directions;

•

Middle distance views are available from the Public Open Space and canalside area
to the north though these are heavily filtered by existing vegetation and limited to
the more southern and western areas of the site only;

•

Isolated views of the more elevated eastern area of the site are available to the
eastern face of Stanton-by-Dale village and in a small area of Hallam Fields. Both
these areas occupy elevated locations within the local landscape;

•

A small stretch of the M1 motorway has intervisibility with the eastern part of the
site although given the speed of motorway traffic, the distance to site, the
domination of the view by existing development and the limited site area visible,
there is considered to be no significant effect on these views. No viewpoints were
recorded from this location for safety reasons;
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•

Heavily filtered views of the site, or parts of it, are gained from the peak of
Stapleford Hill;

•

Potential views from Bramcote Hills Park are entirely screened by existing woodland
on Stapleford Hill; and

•

No views of the site are available from Stapleford’s core area, from Kirk Hallam,
Trowell or Strelley.

Character of Views within the Visual Envelope
4.5

Having defined the extent and distribution of land with views towards the site (the
orange hatched areas on Plan EDP 3), the character and availability of those views need
to be assessed.

4.6

Within the VE, there are different views of the site. The distribution of the best and
most significant views is illustrated on Plan EDP 3 while the views themselves are
shown in Photoviewpoints 5, 10, 19, 23, 26, 27 and 28. These viewpoints have been
selected to best represent the variety of views available from public vantage points in
the main receptor areas. For each, EDP has taken 50mm focal length photographs (to
illustrate what can be seen with the naked eye).

4.7

Details of each view and the reason for its selection as a ‘representative viewpoint’ is
given in Table EDP 1:
PVP
no.

location

Grid ref

5

Viewpoint at top of
Stapleford Hill

SK 498 387

10

At southern end of
railway bridge within
adjacent parkland.
On Stapleford Road
which forms the
western site
boundary, in the
foreground of
existing houses.
On Ilkeston Road at
its junction with
Rowan Avenue

SK 493 391

150 m
north

SK 489 387

10m west

SK 494 386

10m south

19

23

20

Distance
and
direction
from site
100m east

Reason for selection

Located on public footpath and
key local landmark and offering
glimpsed views into some parts
of the site area.
Located within Public Open
Space with views over southern
and western site areas.
On public residential street and
highway network with open and
immediate views of the site.

On public residential street and
highway network with open and
immediate views of the site.
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PVP
no.

location

Grid ref

26

On Quarry Hill, east
of Stanton by Dale

SK 470 378

27

On the corner of
Stanhope Street and
Littlewell Lane.

SK 466 381

28

Distance
and
direction
from site
2.14km
south west

2.43km
south west

Reason for selection

On public highway and
representative of views from
nearby properties within
conservation area.
On public footpath and
representative of views from
nearby properties within
conservation area.
On public highway in residential
area with views towards the site.

On Longfield Lane at SK 472 400 2.4km
the junction with
north west
Harrow Lane
Table EDP 1: Details of each view and the reason for its selection as a ‘representative viewpoint’

4.8

Following a review of the selected Photoviewpoints, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
(i)

Photoviewpoint 5 – views from the top of Stapleford Hill are extensively curtailed
by the surrounding dense woodland which, in some cases frames long distance
views. Glimpsed views of parts of the site can occasionally be obtained however this
requires a bit of effort. Furthermore, the visible areas comprise a very small part of
the overall site area;

(ii) Photoviewpoint 10 – From the entrance to the railway bridge at the northern
edge of the park the western area of the site is visible and this has a backdrop of
existing development. A small portion of the upper eastern area is also visible,
although again this is backed by existing dwellings;
(iii) Photoviewpoint 19 – Panoramic views of the site are available from the footway
to the western side of Stapleford Road. These are filtered by a hedgerow and trees
but views across much of the western site area remain available. More southerly
parts of the site and its eastern reaches are screened by existing vegetation;
(iv) Photoviewpoint 23 – Views of the western part of the site are very much
contained by existing hedgerow vegetation from this vantage point. Development
anywhere on the site however, would be visible above these features and from
upper windows of nearby residential properties. Field Farm is clearly visible through
a large gap in the hedgerow and Swancar Farm is also visible on the hillside
beyond; and
(v) Photoviewpoint 26, 27 and 29 – From these vantage points, Stapleford Hill can
be identified and, in its foreground the upper areas of the eastern part of the site.
The distance, intervening development and existing dwellings to the east of the site
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do however mean that any development of the site is likely to ‘disappear’ within
the urban context.
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Section 5
The Development Proposed
Development Proposals
5.1

Development is proposed across three of the five field parcels under site ownership
totalling an area of 27.6 hectares. Two field parcels, located to the north-west, will be
retained as existing farmland (an area measuring 6.5 hectares).

5.2

450 dwelling units are proposed within the development boundary, with residential
housing and associated infrastructure proposed across 18.1 hectares. The remaining 3
hectares of land within the development boundary will accommodate the existing seminatural woodland corridor is to be retained along Boundary Brook, two new ponds will
be created as part of the sustainable urban drainage system for the site, and the south
easternmost extent of the existing woodland plantation is to be retained along the
eastern boundary of the development site.

5.3

The development proposals are further illustrated in Appendix EDP 9 and have been
informed by the findings of this report and other pre-planning investigations of the site.

5.4

Further detail describing the development is provided within the Design and Access
Statement which accompanies the planning application.

Preliminary Strategic Landscape Proposals
5.5

EDP’s baseline assessment enabled broad recommendations to be made about the
strategic landscaping for the site. Measures are given below which EDP consider to be
an appropriate response to the proposed development of the site and which, as a result
of EDP's early involvement in the design process, have been incorporated into the
scheme.

5.6

The Suggested Strategic Landscape Response, provided to the masterplanning team at
an early stage in the design process, is attached as Plan EDP 4.

5.7

The principles of the Landscape Response were as follows:
•

“Middle and long distance views focus on the more elevated eastern parts of the
site and as such require a sensitive design response. Given the context of
surrounding settlement, further residential development is considered
appropriate. However, further consideration should be given to density,
orientation and detailed design of the properties in this area;
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•

Short range views from open space to the north of the site will also require a
sensitive design response for the leading edge of development facing this
facility. A significant landscape buffer is not necessarily required in these
locations given the urban context though the retention and enhancement of
existing landscape elements such as street trees and hedgerows would be of
benefit;

•

Along Ilkeston Road, Stapleford Road and along the Public Footpath within the
site development should be ‘outward facing’ such that ‘active frontages’ face
existing development and movement corridors. This will assist in the creation of
an integrated development;

•

Boundary vegetation should generally be retained, insofar as is possible, and
enhanced by virtue of additional native hedgerow and tree planting;

•

The public footpath connections within the site should be retained and
enhanced. Furthermore, the layout of proposed development should seek to
service the pedestrian ‘desire lines’ as set out on Plan EDP 4. Routes provided to
service these lines do not necessarily need to follow the linear routes identified
but should comprise a legible and permeable route through the proposed
development;

•

Given the proximity to the railway line, a landscape buffer should be included to
the eastern end of the northern site boundary;

•

The Boundary Brook ‘corridor’ should be retained and enhanced, including the
management (immediate and long term) of the Willow Woodland to the north
of Field Farm;

•

A number of phases of strategic planting appear to have been undertaken at the
eastern end of the site with a peripheral block to the south east corner and
eastern boundary and a further belt of planting to the central eastern area (see
plan EDP 4). Both areas contain young to semi-mature specimens planted in a
woodland matrix; and

•

Although each area of planting has intrinsic landscape value the central area in
particular has a very limited landscape function i.e. it has little or no screening
function and, given its immaturity, little aesthetic value. It is considered therefore
that parts of this planting may be removed to facilitate development. If possible,
trees from within this area may be transplanted elsewhere on site to create more
valuable features (in the context of development) such as the buffer to the
railway corridor.”
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5.8

The Illustrative Landscape Framework produced by Halsall Lloyd Partnership Architects
and Designers, attached at Appendix EDP 10, demonstrates the way in which these
measures have been incorporated into the scheme’s design.
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Section 6
Anticipated Landscape Character Effects and their Significance
Assessment of Landscape and Visual Effects
6.1

The development proposed is assumed to be as illustrated at Appendix EDP 9. This
Section describes the anticipated effects of the proposed development and assesses the
significance of those effects in landscape terms. A fuller explanation of the assessment
process is given in Appendix EDP 2. For brevity and simplicity, the assessment process
is summarised below.

6.2

The objective of the process described in this section is to determine whether
development of the site will have any ‘significant’ effects on the character of the
landscape and the visual amenity of those looking at it. The assessment process
combines objective methodology (based on that set out in ‘Guidelines for Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment’ 2nd Edition, Spons 2002) and subjective professional
judgement.

6.3

The effects of a proposed development on the character of the landscape and on visual
1
amenity can be positive, neutral or negative . A landscape effect is considered to be
‘significant’ if the effect is moderate/major or greater. ‘Significance’ is a product of the
sensitivity of the receiving environment combined with the magnitude of the change
experienced.

6.4

The anticipated effects of the development proposed are summarised below for
landscape character effects, with visual effects following in the next section.

Significance of Effects on Landscape Character
The Site Itself
6.5

As set out at Section 2 the site does not lie within any designation specifically relevant
to landscape character. Furthermore, EDP’s site specific character assessment at Section
3 concluded that the site was of low landscape quality. As such the methodology
contained at Appendix EDP 2 suggests that its sensitivity should be defined as Slight.

6.6

Redevelopment of the site for housing will result in a permanent change to the
character of the site itself. However the existing site character is already dominated by
nearby residential development and the Magnitude of Change is therefore considered to
be high.

1

It is for this reason that the term ‘effects’ is used and not ‘impacts’, since the use of the word ‘impact’ tends to
imply a negative effect.
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6.7

As such, using Table A2.3 (in Appendix EDP 2) the significance of effect on the
Landscape Character of the site itself is considered to be Negligible. Again, given the
overwhelmingly urban influences around the site, the change of use of the fields from
agricultural to residential is considered acceptable in landscape terms.
The Open Space to the North

6.8

The open space, north of the site, is protected by Policy RC5 and identified on the
proposals map as existing open space. This designation suggests a Medium sensitivity
to change.

6.9

Views towards the site from this space are already dominated by urban form and
elements of this are already in closer proximity and more visible (due to topography)
than the proposed development. While the open space has a green character, it is
physically and visually connected to the existing settlement and clearly part of its
functional urban landscape.

6.10

The Magnitude of Change resulting from the proposed development is therefore
considered to be Medium and the significance of effect to be Moderate/Minor.
The Coalfields Farmland Character Area

6.11

The visual envelope of the site (defined on Plan EDP 3) illustrates the limits of the visual
influence of the site over the more open countryside to the north. It is this more open
environment which the Coalfields Farmland describes.

6.12

Given the limits of the site’s relationship with this area and the effects of existing
development (residential, public open space and rail infrastructure) effects on the
character area as a whole are considered to be negligible.
The ‘Babbington Rolling Farmlands’ Policy Zone

6.13

Given the urban context of the site, it’s limited Visual Envelope and the resulting
urbanisation of its landscape character, the site is considered to already fall outside the
description of the policy zone on the basis that it does not have ‘a predominantly rural
character’. Despite other features within the site conforming to other elements of the
characteristic features, the lack of rural character and the site’s isolation from the wider
area again suggests a negligible effect on the Policy Zone as a whole.

6.14

In drawing this conclusion, regard has been given to the ways in which the scheme
responds to the suggested Landscape Actions set out within the document attached at
Appendix EDP 7. This includes:

•
•

“The conservation of the historic woodland to the stream corridor;
Retention of the field pattern of the site;
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•
•

Retention of existing trees and planting of new; and
Minimising the visual effect of urban expansion from surrounding
settlements including Nottingham – this is achieved by virtue of the limited
extent of the Visual Envelope of the site resulting from its topographical
context”.

Interim Conclusions in Respect of Landscape Character
6.15

The change to the character of any site and indirectly on its surroundings as a result of
residential development can often be considered to be both significant and harmful to
the character of the area. However, in this instance, a number of factors combine
together to mitigate the likely perceived effects of this change of character:
(i)

The site has a very limited visual envelope which significantly limits the effect on the
character of the wider landscape;

(ii) The site’s dominant visual relationship is with existing development to the west,
south and east. This overwhelmingly urbanises the landscape character of the site,
reinforced by the public open space to the north which forms part of the functional
urban landscape of the area;
(iii) In views towards the site from the agricultural landscape to the north of the public
open space, the site is low lying and partially concealed by intervening topography
and vegetation, and viewed against the existing backdrop of residential
development; and
(iv) The least urbanised area of the site is the field to the north of Stapleford Hill.
However, the quality of this area is degraded by the proximity to the railway line to
the north.
6.16

EDP therefore concludes that the development of the site will result in a minor
significance of effect in terms of landscape character. The perception of this effect will
be dependent on the receptors personal position: those seeking new housing in the area
are likely to view the site as a good location for this, with strong connections to existing
areas and excellent accessibility to outdoor space and recreational facilities. Those
existing residents who appreciate the openness of the site and utilise it for dog walking
etc are more likely to consider effects to be adverse.

6.17

When considering these issues in the round, EDP has concluded that there will be a
short term minor adverse effect, ‘softening’ to negligible over time as housing visually
‘weathers in’ and the development becomes an accepted element of the urban form.
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Section 7
Anticipated Visual Effects and their Significance
Significance of Effects on Visual Amenity
7.1

EDP's baseline assessment and fieldwork suggests that the effects of the development
will be experienced over a relatively limited area and have a minimal effect on visual
amenity. The extent of the site Visual Envelope is illustrated on Plan EDP 3.

7.2

From this, it can be seen that the area of Visual Influence of the site is limited to:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

The site itself and the leading edge of adjacent development to the south, west and
east;
Parts of the public open space to the north and the south facing slopes around
Swancar Farm;
A short section of the M1 motorway to the west; and
Two small ‘pockets’ of visibility at Stanton-by-Dale and Hallam Fields, though these
are somewhat distant at approximately 2.2 - 2.5km.

7.3

EDP has undertaken this assessment based on Photoviewpoints recorded during the field
study phase of work. These specific viewpoints have been selected to be 'representative'
of the publicly accessible views available from within the Visual Envelope and their
location is illustrated on Plan EDP 3.

7.4

The assessment of Sensitivity, Magnitude of Change and the resulting Significance of
Effect is undertaken in line with the methodology set out at Appendix EDP 2 at the
rear of this report. In addition, detailed consideration of Sensitivity, Magnitude of
Change and Significance are incorporated in Photoviewpoints 5, 10, 19, 23, 26, 27
and 28 which are attached to this report.

7.5

In general the effects on Visual Amenity (or the quality of the views towards the site) are
found to be minor. The exceptions to this are those receptors located in close proximity
to the development, within the public open space to the north (Photoviewpoint 10)
on Stapleford Road (Photoviewpoint 19) and Ilkeston Road (Photoviewpoint 23).
Receptors in residential locations are given a greater sensitivity and the proximity of the
development suggests that it will form a more noticeable element in the views.

7.6

However, the proposed development will introduce additional residential properties into
the general context, the character of which has already been determined to be wholly
urban. This context is already dominated by residential development and therefore the
acceptability of the proposed development to existing and future residents will depend
largely on the detailed design of the site, in particular the quality and style of the
proposed dwellings and public open space areas.
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7.7

As such, this matter should not affect the acceptability 'in principle' of this outline
proposal but should influence later reserved matter stages in relation to the architectural
proposals and landscape and boundary treatments.

Overall Conclusion with Respect to Changes to Visual Amenity
7.8

Overall, the effects on Visual Amenity are not considered to be significant in Landscape
terms. Although views from adjacent residential properties will be significantly affected,
this is typical of any site development with overlooking dwellings and does not reflect
any particular 'failing' in respect of this site.

7.9

The degree to which present and future local residents find the proposed development
acceptable will be heavily influenced by later detailed design stages and should not
represent an 'in principle' barrier to development at this stage.
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Section 8
Other Anticipated Effects and their Significance
The Visual Amenity of the Green Belt
8.1

The Green Belt is not a landscape designation but a strategic planning tool with a
number of specific purposes set out in paragraph 1.5 of PPG2. Whilst paragraph 3.15 of
PPG2 refers to the protection of the visual amenity of the Green Belt, the amenity of
public spaces is also protected by other open space related policy although no specific
policy applies to the site itself.

8.2

EDP's Visual Appraisal has determined that the only part of the Green Belt with views
towards the site is the Public Open Space to the north and the south facing slopes at
Swancar Farm.

8.3

Views from this Green Belt land, in close proximity to the site, are extensively
filtered/blocked by the existing woodland and strategic planting associated with the
public open space. As a result of this, views of the proposed development from the
Green Belt to the north will be limited to a thin ‘sliver’ of development, seen over
existing vegetation and in the foreground of existing residential development at Ilkeston
Road. Given that residential development is already visible in this direction in views from
the Green Belt, the effects of the proposed development on its visual amenity is
considered to be Minor.

8.4

Clearly there will be a significant effect on the Visual Amenity of the Green Belt within
the site as a result of the wholesale change of land use and character from agricultural
fields to residential development to the south and east of the Boundary Brook. As noted
above, Green Belt policy is not a ‘qualitative’ landscape designation and as such, the
acceptability of the development of the site for housing is not considered here. Further
information in this respect, including the ‘very special circumstances’ are provided within
the Planning Statement which accompanies the application.

Stapleford Hill ‘Prominent Area’
8.5

Policy E13 of the Local Plan seeks to protect the ‘particular open character’ of the
Prominent Areas which includes Stapleford Hill.

8.6

EDP’s Visual Appraisal has concluded that the development would not be visible from
well used viewing points on Stapleford Hill and as such, effects will be negligible. It is
likely that development will be visible from the external edge of the designated area
but, given the general lack of formalised access routes to these edges it is considered
that this too represents a negligible effect.
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8.7

The most significant view of proposed development from within the Prominent Area
designation will be that available from the Robin Hoods Way footpath, effects on which
are described below.

Conservation Areas
8.8

The Stanton-by-Dale Conservation Area is located 2.2 – 2.5km to the south west of the
site. Although views towards the site are available, the distance and the effect of
intervening vegetation and development will minimise the effect of development and, in
considering the Conservation Area overall, effects are negligible.

Public Rights of Way
8.9

All Public Rights of Way will be preserved in situ within the development and are
generally proposed to be retained within green corridors or public open space.

8.10

The footpath which crosses the western part of the site, connecting Ilkeston Road to the
public open space to the north of the site will experience the greatest degree of change,
with its adjacent land use switching from agricultural to residential. Given that the
purpose of this path appears to be primarily to connect residential areas with open
space, this is not considered to be an unacceptable change and is comparable to the
effect experienced on any footpath through a green field development site.

8.11

The effects on the Robin Hood Way footpath are limited as a result of the majority of
this route being enclosed within/screened by existing tree and vegetation cover to the
north and along the Boundary Brook. The most notable effects will be experienced
towards the northwest corner of the site where the footpath exits the woodland at the
northern edge of Stapleford Hill. From here the proposed development will dominate
the view northwards but, as a result of the existing tree and vegetation cover, the view
will only be available over a length of approximately 150 metres as the footpath
emerges from the trees on Stapleford Hill then enters the trees associated with the
Boundary Brook and the public open space. Given the limited extent of this effect it is
considered to be Minor.

Green Space Strategy
8.12

Given the proximity of the site to substantial areas of informal and formal Green Space
it is not considered necessary to include extensive provision within the scheme. Instead,
the focus is, and should be, on new and enhanced connectivity between those features
already present to the north, east and south east of the site, and in better connecting
the existing local community to these facilities.
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8.13

EDP considers that the proposed development meets the requirements of Policy RC6 in
that:
a)

Contributions will be made to the provision or improvement of play and
recreational facilities related to the site;

b)

The key landscape, ecological and amenity features in and around the site are
retained and/or enhanced; and.

c)

The retention of the brook, its associated woodland corridor and much of the
existing tree cover, coupled with the provision of permanently wet SuDS features
(with seasonally wet expansion zones) is considered to provide significant
enhancement of ‘features beneficial to wildlife’.

Green Infrastructure
8.14

As set out in Section 2, Green Infrastructure (GI) is a strategic network of accessible,
multifunctional green spaces, or assets, which may be managed to deliver a wide range
of benefits to wildlife and existing and future populations.

8.15

The development proposals acknowledge the location within the site of key Green
Infrastructure Assets and retain and enhance key linkages such as the hedgerows and
streams (wildlife links) and footpath connectivity (pedestrian links). The SuDS features
within the development will be designed with a focus on bio-diversity enhancement
(including permanently wet areas) and as such the overall significance of the
development proposals on the regional Green Infrastructure network is considered to be
Minor but positive. It should be noted also that domestic back gardens are likely to have
a far greater biodiversity value than the present agricultural regime.

Night Time Effects
8.16

The site is located within an urban area already heavily affected by night-time lighting.

8.17

At the detailed design stage, an appropriate lighting strategy should be developed
which minimises light pollution or 'light spill'. On the assumption that this is the case,
EDP considers that there will be a minor effect on night time conditions as a result of
the proposed development.
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Section 9
Summary and Conclusions
Background and Context
9.1

EDP has been commissioned by Westerman Homes Ltd. to undertake a landscape
character and visual assessment of a parcel of land adjacent the A6007 Ilkeston Road to
the north and east of the existing settlement of Stapleford.

9.2

This report has set out the findings of EDP’s landscape and visual impact assessment
(LVIA) for the proposed development of the site. Specifically, EDP’s work, as reported
herein, has:
•

Reviewed the planning documentary context of the site;

•

Assessed local site circumstances, especially the character of the site and its setting
in landscape terms;

•

Assessed what views are available to/from the site and the way in which the site is
seen in its landscape context; and

•

Assessed the effects of the development in landscape terms, on both the character
and fabric of the landscape and the views available towards it.

Findings of EDP Assessment – Data Trawl
9.3

The site falls within the Green Belt but does not fall within any nationally designated
landscapes. It lies adjacent to a local ‘Prominent Area’ designation.

9.4

Several Public Rights of Way exist within the site and indirect effects may be experienced
elsewhere on the local network.

9.5

The councils draft Green Space Strategy calls for provision of Green Space to be in line
with increasing population and Policy RC6 of the Local Plan sets out the specific ratio of
provision to new population.

9.6

A strategic GI framework is in place at a sub-regional level, the objectives of which have
some relevance to the site, which includes a variety of GI assets.
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Site Landscape Character
9.7

In this instance, a number of factors combine together to mitigate the likely perceived
effects of the change of character of the site resulting from the proposals:
(i)

The site has a very limited visual envelope which significantly limits the effect on the
character of the wider landscape;

(ii) The site’s dominant visual relationship is with existing development to the west,
south and east. This overwhelmingly urbanises the landscape character of the site,
reinforced by the public open space to the north which forms part of the functional
urban landscape of the area;
(iii) In views towards the site from the agricultural landscape to the north of the public
open space, the site is low lying and partially concealed by intervening topography
and vegetation, and viewed against the existing backdrop of residential
development; and
(iv) The least urbanised area of the site is the field to the north of Stapleford Hill.
However, the quality of this area is degraded by the proximity to the railway line to
the north.
9.8

EDP concludes that the development of the site will result in a minor significance of
effect in terms of landscape character.

9.9

When considering these issues in the round, EDP has concluded that there will be a
short term minor adverse effect, ‘softening’ to negligible over time as housing visually
‘weathers in’ and the development becomes an accepted element of the urban form.

Visual Amenity
9.10

Overall, effects on Visual Amenity are not considered to be significant. Though views
from adjacent residential properties will be significantly affected, this is typical of any
development of a site with overlooking dwellings and does not reflect any particular
'failing' in respect of this site.

9.11

The degree to which present and future local residents find the proposed development
acceptable will be heavily influenced by the later detailed design stages and should not
represent an 'in principle' barrier to development at this stage.

Other Anticipated Effects
9.12

Effects on the Visual Amenity of the Green Belt beyond the boundaries of the site are
considered to be minor, largely due to the limited extent of the Visual Envelope to the
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north and the screening/filtering effect of vegetation between this and the site. It should
be noted that much of this vegetation is immature strategic planting associated with the
public open space and will, over time, reduce even further the visibility of the
development.
9.13

The Stapleford Hill ‘Prominent Area’ comprises an area of dense woodland which covers
the rising ground and a rocky outcrop at the peak from which a variety of framed views
can be obtained. The proposed development will be barely discernible in these views
and will only be visible from the leading edge of the woodland which defines the
boundary of the designated area. As such, effects are considered to be negligible.

9.14

Due to the intervening distance, effects on the Stanton-by-Dale Conservation Area are
considered negligible.

9.15

Given their existing character and visual amenity and the extent to which development
will be visible, effects on public rights of way are considered to be minor.

9.16

The development proposals acknowledge the location within the site of key Green
Infrastructure Assets and retain and enhance key linkages such as the hedgerows and
streams (wildlife links) and footpath connectivity (pedestrian links). Overall, the scheme
is considered to offer a minor beneficial effect on GI assets, resulting from the
retention of the existing network linkages and biodiversity enhancement.

9.17

Given the overwhelmingly urban context and the potential for development of a
sensitive low-level lighting scheme, the proposals are not expected to result in an
unacceptable night time effect.

Overall Conclusion
9.18

EDP’s overall conclusion is that the site represents a remnant parcel of agricultural land
in an otherwise urban setting, the ‘natural’ defensible boundary of which is defined by
the railway line. To the south of this feature, existing urban form dominates the
landscape character and available views to such an extent that, in EDP’s opinion, the
agricultural land use appears almost incongruous and residential development will
actually form a more cohesive pattern with the existing form.

9.19

From selected viewpoints immediately adjacent to the site, the proposed development is
clearly visible and has the potential to create a significant landscape effect. The nature
of this effect and its acceptability in landscape terms will be dependent on the later
detailed design stages and should not present an in-principle constraint to the
development of the site.

9.20

When due weight is given to the probable effectiveness of the landscaping proposals (as
is recommended by ‘Best Practice’ published by the Landscape Institute and IEMA), EDP’s
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overall conclusion is that the proposed development of the site should be considered
acceptable in landscape terms.
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Appendix EDP 1
Glossary
Term

Definition

Effects

A predicted change in the environmental baseline as a result of the
proposed development. Effects can be positive or negative.
The existing (pre-development) landscape and visual context of a
study area, including landscape fabric, landscape character and
existing views.
Two points on the ground or two features are described as
“intervisible” when they are visible from each other.
Landscape character arises from a distinct, recognisable and
consistent pattern of physical and social elements, aesthetic factors
and perceptual aspects in the landscape.
Single unique areas that are discrete geographical areas containing
one or more landscape types.
Generic units of landscape that display a distinct, consistent and
recognisable landscape character.
The elements and features that constitute the physical components of
the landscape, including ground vegetation, hedgerows, trees,
shrubs, walls, fences, and vernacular structures.
A prominent eye-catching element, e.g. a wooded hilltop or a church
spire.
Measures, including any process, activity or design that will avoid,
reduce, remedy or compensate for the predicted significant effects of
a development on the environmental baseline.
Land with public access includes:

Environmental baseline

Intervisibility
Landscape character

Landscape character areas
(LCAs)
Landscape character types
(LCTs)
Landscape fabric

Landscape feature
Mitigation

Public Access

•

•

•

•

•

Definitive rights of way – public footpaths, bridleways,
cycle routes, byways open to all traffic (BOATS) and
highways. Shown on Definitive Rights of Way maps held by
the Local Authority. Most routes are also shown on
Ordnance Survey maps;
Permissive paths and bridleways – routes where there is
public access with the permission of the landowner. Such
routes are usually closed at least one day a year to prevent
establishment of a public right of way;
Public open space – areas designated for specified public
uses, usually in the ownership of the Local Authority.
Includes parks and recreation grounds. Shown on Local
Development Plans;
Beaches – the public have permitted access to much of the
foreshore (intertidal zone – between high and low tide
marks) owned by the Crown Estate, and on land above high
water mark owned by the Local Authority. Some beaches
above high tide mark are privately owned and some beaches
and foreshore have restricted access for military purposes;
Access land – land where public access is currently
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Term

Definition

•

•

Public Access cont’d

Significant adverse effects on
landscape fabric

Significant beneficial effects on
landscape character

Significant adverse effects on
landscape character

Significant beneficial effects on
landscape designations

permitted with the permission of landowners. Includes land
outlined in purple on the OS Explorer (1:25,000) sheets and
with:
o No symbol – land open to public with permission of
owners;
o White oak leaf in purple box – National Trust,
always open;
o Purple oak leaf in white box – National Trust
limited access;
o Tree symbols in purple box – Forestry
Commission;
o Single leaf in purple box – Woodland Trust;
o White “AL” in purple box – other access land.
De facto access land – land where there is not definitive or
permissive right of way but where the public do actually have
access with the knowledge and tolerance (but not legal
permission) of the landowner. This includes land in the
ownership of the Local authority and private landowners and
is generally not shown on Ordnance Survey maps; and
Open access land – areas of mountains, moor, heath,
down, common land and coastal foreshore that have been
designated under Section 2 of the Countryside and Rights of
Way Act 2000. The right of access is for walkers only and
does not extend to cycling, horse riding or driving a vehicle,
nor does the right of access apply to developed land, gardens
or cultivated land. Under the CRoW Act 2000, there was a
process of consultation that allowed the right of appeal for
those with a legal interest in the land, and for sensitive
ecological or archaeological sites to be excluded. Conclusive
maps showing the areas designated as open access land
(Registered Common Land and Open Country) are now
available from the Countryside Agency (England) and the
Countryside Council for Wales (Wales).

Are likely to occur where the proposed development will result in the
permanent loss (or long term temporary loss) of
important/mature/diverse/distinctive components and the effects
cannot be adequately mitigated.
Are likely to occur where the proposed development will become one
of the defining characteristics of the landscape unit, and where
existing key characteristics will be enhanced, or where the
development will complement the existing character.
Are likely to occur where the proposed development will become one
of the defining characteristics of the landscape unit, and where
existing key characteristics will be lost, or where the development will
contrast with the existing character.
Are likely to occur where the development will bring about a change
(permanent/irreversible or long-term/temporary/reversible) in the
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Term

Significant changes in the view

Visual receptor(s)

Definition
special characteristics that underpin the purpose/objectives of the
designation, and that change will enhance the ability of the
designation to fulfil those purposes/objectives.
Are likely to occur where the proposed development will be visible in
the primary view(s) at that location or along that route, will become
one of the key defining characteristics of the view(s), will strongly
contrast with the existing landscape and built elements, and the
view(s) is one that is valued and can be appreciated by receptors who
are at that location for the purposes of appreciating the view.
An individual observer or group of observers who are capable of
experiencing a change in the view.
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Appendix EDP 2
LVIA Methodology
Introduction
A2.1

This Appendix describes the method of assessment used to determine the effects of the
proposed development on landscape and visual amenity. It describes the guidance
documents on which the methodology is based, the iterative assessment process and
the assessment tools used.

A2.2

The nature of landscape and visual assessment requires both objective analysis and
subjective professional judgement. Accordingly, the following assessment process uses
published or “industry standard” guidance2, information and data analysis techniques,
uses quantifiable factors wherever possible and subjective professional judgement
where necessary, and is based on clearly defined terms (see Glossary, Appendix EDP 1).

Legislation and Planning Policy Guidance
A2.3

The following assessment process takes account of the requirements of the Town and
Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations
1999 (DETR 1999) which define the requirements of the EIA process and contents of an
Environmental Statement (ES).

Assessment Process
A2.4

The GLVIA guidelines recommend an iterative process of assessment that examines the
baseline landscape and visual conditions and characteristics of the proposed
development and then predicts the magnitude and significance of changes to the
baseline as the result of the development, incorporating the recommended mitigation
measures.
Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance

A2.5

2

The landscape character baseline is based on fieldwork observations and published
landscape character assessments, as identified in the main body of this report.
Guidance on the characterisation and evaluation of landscape character units in England
and Scotland is provided in Landscape Character Assessment – guidance for England
and Scotland (Swanick & LUC 2002) produced on behalf of the Countryside Agency and
Scottish Natural Heritage.

nd

‘Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment’ 2 Edition, Spons 2002
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Landscape Character Assessment: Methodology
A2.6

Once areas of particular Landscape Character are identified the capacity of these areas
to accommodate change can be considered. The sensitivity of an area of landscape
character is defined in the following table and these descriptions are used as the basis
for determining landscape character sensitivity assessment criteria in the knowledge of
the nature of the proposed development:
Very High

High

Internationally recognised landscape of exceptional quality with a large
number of memorable landscape features deemed to be worthy of
conservation in current state. Extremely susceptible to minor physical
disturbance which may permanently damage landscape elements and
features.
Nationally or regionally recognised landscape of high quality and
particularly distinctive character. Susceptible to physical disturbance
which may permanently change landscape elements.

Medium

Locally designated or recognised (value expressed through consensus)
landscape of medium quality with some distinguishing features. Some
landscape resilience and capacity due to diversity of character.

Low

Locally recognised but undesignated landscape of low quality. Partially
degraded in nature with no features of recognised value. Tolerant of
some change and capable of repair or enhancement.

Slight

Unrecognised landscape of very low quality. Potentially tolerant of
substantial change without loss of valued elements and capable of
accommodating much needed restorative measures.

Table A2.1: Landscape character sensitivity criteria

A2.7

Criteria for determining magnitude of effect for landscape impacts are derived from the
proportion of the area or landscape features affected by the proposed development,
context and setting, and the duration of the effect:
Very High

High

Stark, unavoidable and permanent change (deterioration or
improvement) to landscape character and features. Proposed
development in complete contrast to existing landform, scale and
pattern of development.
Obvious, long term and vivid changes (deterioration or improvement)
to landscape character and features. Very noticeable within vicinity due
to introduction of prominent elements or effects over an extensive
area.
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Medium

Partial change (deterioration or improvement) to landscape character
and features. Proposed development will be reasonably noticeable
within the vicinity due to differences with existing landform, scale and
patterns of development.

Low

Slight or temporary alteration of landscape character and features. Not
readily noticeable within vicinity and therefore does not significantly
influence character of surrounding area.

None

Proposed development not noticeable or resulting in a virtually
imperceptible change in landscape character.

Table A2.2: Magnitude of landscape effect criteria

A2.8

The sensitivity of a landscape character receptor and the magnitude of change enable
the significance of change to the landscape features and character to be derived by
combining the sensitivity and magnitude in accordance with the matrix in Table A2.3
below:
Location
Sensitivity

Magnitude of Change
Very High

High

Medium

Low

None

Severe

Major

Major

Major

Major/
moderate

Major

Major

Major/
moderate

Moderate

Minor

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate/
minor

Minor

Minor/
negligible

Minor

Minor

Minor/
negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Very High

High

Medium

Low

Slight

Table A2.3: Assessment of significance for Landscape effects

A2.9

Table A2.4, below and overleaf, provides qualitative descriptions related to the
significance of effects as defined in Table A2.3.
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Severe
adverse

Major
adverse

Moderate
adverse

Minor
adverse

The proposed development would result in effects which would
irrevocably harm or seriously diminish the value of landscape character,
features, and their settings. Proposals of such conflict with the existing
topography, features and pattern of the landscape so as to be incapable
of mitigation.
The proposed development would result in effects which would
substantially damage the quality of existing landscape character, features,
and their settings. Such effects would be incapable of full mitigation and
would degrade the integrity of a high quality landscape.
The proposed development would result in effects which would have a
perceptibly adverse impact on landscape character, features, and their
settings. Proposals are out of keeping with the existing topography,
pattern, and scale of the landscape.
The proposed development would result in effects which temporarily
damage or do not logically complement the existing topography, grain,
scale and pattern of the landscape so as to constitute an unsympathetic
outcome.

Negligible

The proposed development would complement existing landscape quality
and character so as to maintain the overall status quo.

Minor

The proposed development would result in effects which would
complement landscape quality and character. Proposals would enable
moderate and/or short term restoration of degraded landscape character,
features, and their settings.

beneficial

Moderate
beneficial

The proposed development would result in effects which would
appreciably restore and/or enhance existing landscape character, features,
and their settings. Such effects may be capable of further mitigation so as
to maximise the benefits of the proposal.

Table A2.4: Significance of landscape effect criteria

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment: Guidance
A2.10 The assessment of impacts on the landscape and visual amenity of the study area has
been undertaken in accordance with the 2nd edition of the Guidelines for Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment (LI/IEMA 2002). These guidelines (together with the 1st
edition) have been the primary source of advice on landscape and visual assessment in
the UK since 1995. They describe an approach to landscape and visual assessment for
development projects generally and are not specific to particular types of projects.
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Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment: Methodology
A2.11 As a first stage, Geographical Information System (GIS) software is utilised to produce a
3-dimensional model of the site and its surrounding area. Theoretical ‘Zones of Visual
Influence’ (ZVI’s) are then calculated for the site, by virtue of tools within the software.
A2.12 The use of topographic data in the creation of the 3D model results in a ‘worst case
scenario’, ignoring, as it does, the potential screening effect of intervening vegetation
and existing development. As such, Chartered Landscape Architects review the
Theoretical ZVI’s in the field to establish a ‘true’ ZVI for the site.
A2.13 To achieve this, the locations and types of visual receptors within the theoretical zones
of visual influence are identified from Ordnance Survey maps and other published
information (such as walking guides), from fieldwork observations and from local
knowledge provided during the consultation process.

Linear
route

Zone Receptors

A2.14 A typical range of receptors and the locations and activities that they may be
undertaking are provided in Table A2.5 below.
Receptor type
Residents

Typical locations
Residential properties,
farmsteads, settlements and
towns

Activities
Enjoying views from within the
curtilage of their properties, from
windows, driveways and gardens

Walkers, cyclists, horse riders

Open access areas

For exercise and to enjoy the landscape
and views

Motorists, walkers, cyclists and
horse riders
People at leisure (outdoors) e.g
golfers, fishermen, campers,
bathers

Scenic vantage points

Stopping a journey to enjoy the view

Golf courses, fishing lakes,
recreational grounds, picnic
sites, camping and caravan
sites, holiday villages
Farms, mineral extraction sites,
waste disposal sites

Playing golf, fishing or other outdoor
sports, picnicking, camping and
caravan holidays
Working but with views of
surroundings

People at leisure (indoors)

Indoor recreational centres,
cinemas

Indoor sports and leisure activities with
few views of surroundings

People at work (indoors)

Offices, business parks,
industrial estates

Working with few views of
surroundings

Ferry, rail and air travellers

At ferry terminals, railway
stations and airports

Waiting to catch their chosen mode of
transport

Walkers, cyclists and horse
riders

On footpaths, cycle routes,
bridleways and other public
rights of way

Travelling at a steady pace with ample
opportunity to enjoy the specific
qualities of the landscape

People at work (outdoors)

Marine-based
viewers
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Motorcyclists, motorists and
passengers

On motorways, A- C class
roads, minor roads and tracks

Travelling at various speeds, depending
on the class of road and driver, with
views of surroundings

Rail and air travellers

On trains and aeroplanes

Travelling at various speeds and with
various views

Recreational water users, e.g
swimmers, surfers, sailors

Moving around the inshore
waters

Swimming, surfing, skiing, sailing,
fishing, with views

Passengers, eg ferry and cruise On ferry and shipping routes
ships
Commercial shipping and
On shipping routes
fishing
Table EDP A2.5: Visual receptors

Passage-making, with views
Passage-making, limited views

A2.15 A field-based viewpoint analysis then examines a selection of viewpoint locations that
represent the main visual receptor types in the zones of visual influence in the study
area. Where possible, the locations of these viewpoints are discussed and agreed with
officers from the Local Planning Authority and other consultees.
A2.16 At each location, the various receptor types are identified, the sensitivity of the location
for each receptor type is judged, the magnitude of change in the view that would arise
as the result of the proposed development is predicted and the sensitivity and
magnitude are combined in order to determine whether the predicted change in the
view would be significant for each receptor type.
Visual Receptor Sensitivity
A2.17 Visual receptor sensitivity is determined in terms of the sensitivity of each location for
each type of receptor taking into account:
•

Receptor activities – for example, relaxing at home, undertaking leisure, recreational
and sporting activities, at work, etc.;

•

Extent of the location over which the changes would be visible;

•

Movement and duration – whether receptors are likely to be stationary or moving,
which influences how long they will be exposed to the change at any one time;

•

Frequency – whether receptors will be exposed to the change daily, frequently,
occasionally or rarely;

•

Orientation of receptors in relation to the development;

•

Purpose/expectation – of receptors at that location; and
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•

Importance of the view/location – popularity of location as indicated by
designations, inclusion in guidebooks, and visitor facilities provided.

A2.18 Accordingly, a location may have different levels of sensitivity according to the types of
receptors at that location and any one receptor type may be accorded different levels of
sensitivity at different locations.
A2.19 Typically, a location sensitivity may be judged to be:

High

High/medium

High

High/medium

Medium

High/medium

Medium

residential receptors within the confines of their properties who
would be able to view the development from the primary views from
their property (e.g. front or back windows, garden(s) and driveway)
who would be stationary or moving slowly about their property,
would see the development on a daily basis, could be orientated
towards the development, and would value the views from their
property
residential receptors within the confines of their properties who
would be able to view the development from limited locations on
their property (e.g. driveway only), who would be stationary or
moving slowly as these locations, would see the development on a
daily basis, could be orientated towards the development, and
would value this view from their property
recreational receptors who are stationery (e.g. at scenic viewpoints)
or moving slowly (e.g. walking, cycling or horse riding), can be
orientated towards the development, are likely to be at that location
in order to enjoy the view, and are in nationally designated
landscapes or national recreational routes
recreational receptors who are stationery (e.g. at scenic viewpoints)
or moving slowly (e.g. walking, cycling or horse riding), can be
orientated towards the development, are likely to be at that location
in order to enjoy the view, and are in locally designated landscapes
or local recreational routes that are well publicise in guide books
recreational receptors who are stationery or moving slowly (e.g.
walking, cycling or horse riding), can be orientated towards the
development, may be at that location in order to enjoy the view but
will have other purposed (e.g. exercising the dog), and are on the
local rights of way network
road and rail users (motorists, passengers, bus and train travellers( in
locations where they are moving swiftly, can be orientated towards
the development, are likely to be at that location in order to enjoy
the view, in landscapes that are nationally designated and/or on
nationally recognised scenic routes
road and rail users (motorists, passengers, bus and train travellers) in
locations where they are moving swiftly, can be orientated towards
the development, may be at that location in order to enjoy the view
but may also have other purposed (e.g. journey to work), in
landscapes that are not nationally designated and/or not on
nationally recognised scenic routes
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road users (motorists, passengers, bus and train travellers) in
locations where they are moving swiftly, with a director of travel
Medium/low
that is oblique or side on to the development, are likely to be
travelling for a purpose other than in order to enjoy the view (e.g.
journey to work), in landscapes that are not designated
outdoor workers (e.g. on farms) in locations where they may be
moving slowly, can be orientated towards the development, may
Medium/low
experience the view on a daily basis, but are at that location
primarily to undertake activities unconnected with the view
indoor receptors with limited views out, who are in that location
Low
primarily to undertake activities unconnected with the view
Table EDP A2.6: Location sensitivity

A2.20 However, these are but examples which take into account some of the combinations of
factors that may influence the judgement of location sensitivity for any one receptor at
any one location. Wherever location sensitivity is judged, the specific combinations of
factors that have influenced that judgement are described.
Magnitude of the Change
A2.21 The Magnitude of the Change in a view is a judgement based on a series of parameters,
which assumes that the visual receptors are being exposed to the change for the first
time and in excellent visibility (see definition of visibility in Glossary, Appendix EDP 1).
A2.22 Viewpoint analysis, fieldwork observations and professional judgement are used to
identify a largely quantifiable set of parameters, which include:
•

Distance and direction of the viewpoint from the development;

•

Extent of the development visible from the viewpoint;

•

Field of view occupied by the development;

•

Degree of contrast with the existing landscape and built elements (background,
form, composition, pattern, scale and mass, line, movement, colour, texture, etc);
and

•

Duration and nature of the effect, e.g. temporary/permanent, short term/long term,
intermittent/continuous, reversible/irreversible, etc (as related to the nature of the
development, not the receptor activity).

A2.23 For each viewpoint location, these factors are examined, the findings combined and the
assessment of magnitude of changed judged on the basis of the following definitions:
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the proposed development will be a dominant element in the
view
Very
the proposed development will be a highly prominent element in
substantial/substantial
the view
Substantial
the proposed development will be a prominent element in view
Substantial/moderate
where the proposed development will be a clearly visible
element in the view
Moderate
the proposed development will be a visible element in the view
Moderate/slight
the proposed development will be a clearly noticeable element
in the view
Slight
the proposed development will be a noticeable element in the
view
Slight/negligible
the proposed development will be a discernible element in view
Negligible
the proposed development will be a barely discernible element
in the view
Table EDP A2.7: Magnitude of Change
Very substantial

Significance of Effects on Views
A2.24 For each receptor type, the sensitivity of the location is combined with the predicted
magnitude of change to determine whether there is likely to be a significant change in
the view at that location.
A2.25 Having taken such a wide range of factors into account when assessing sensitivity and
magnitude at each location, in most cases, the significance of the change in the view
can be derived by combining the sensitivity and magnitude in accordance with the
matrix in Table EDP A2.8 overleaf.
A2.26 Where overall effects are predicted to be major/moderate or higher (shaded dark grey),
there are likely to be significant changes in the view. Overall effects of moderate+
(shaded mid grey) may be significant if experienced over a sustained length of a route or
over most of a zone, area or location, and overall effects of moderate (shaded light
grey) may contribute to significance if combined with greater changes at the same
location, whereas moderate/minor+ or lower changes are unlikely to result in significant
changes to views.
MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE
Location
V sub
V sub/
Sensitivity
sub
High
Major+
Major+
+
High/
Major+
Major
medium
Medium
Major
Maj/
mod+
Medium/
Maj/
Maj/
low
mod+
mod
Low
Maj/
Mod+

Sub
Major
Maj/
mod+
Maj/
mod
Mod+
Mod

Sub/
mod
Maj/
mod+
Maj/
mod
Mod+
Mod
Mod/

Mod
Maj/
mod
Mod+
Mod
Mod/
min+
Mod/

Mod/
slight
Mod+
Mod
Mod/
min+
Mod/
min
Minor+

Slight
Mod

Slight/
neg
Mod/
min+
Mod/
min
Minor+

Mod/
min+
Mod/
min
Minor+

Minor

Minor

Minor/

Neg
Mod/
min
Minor+
Minor
Min/
Neg+
Min/
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MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE
Location
V sub
V sub/
Sub
Sub/
Mod
Mod/
Sensitivity
sub
mod
slight
mod
min+
min
Table EDP A2.8: Assessment of Significance for Visual Receptors

Slight

Slight/
neg
Neg+

A2.27 In certain cases, where additional factors may arise, a further degree of professional
judgement may be applied when determining whether the overall change in the view
will be significant and, where this occurs, this is explained in the assessment.
Consideration of Landscape Effects and their Acceptability
A2.28 The final stage of the assessment discusses whether the development should be deemed
acceptable in planning terms, in respect of landscape issues. In order to form a robust
professional judgement on these matters, Chartered Landscape Architects have
considered the following issues (as necessary):
•

Conformance with planning policies;

•

The geographical extent of the significant effects;

•

The proportion of the time when these significant effects will be evident (as
influenced by time of day and year, different weather, lighting and visibility
conditions);

•

Numbers of people who will be exposed to the significant effects;

•

Proportion of receptors who are likely to consider the significant effects acceptable
prior to and post construction (based on public perception surveys); and

•

Whether the majority of receptors will become accustomed to the change over time
and, therefore, the degree to which the intensity/extent of any significant adverse
effects will diminish such that the development will achieve conformance with
planning policies.

Neg
neg
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DIRECTION UNDER PARAGRAPH 1(3) OF SCHEDULE 8 TO THE
PLANNING AND COMPULSORY PURCHASE ACT 2004
POLICIES CONTAINED IN BROXTOWE LOCAL PLAN
ADOPTED SEPTEMBER 2004

The Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government in the exercise
of the power conferred by paragraph 1(3) of Schedule 8 to the Planning and
Compulsory Act 2004 directs that for the purposes of the policies specified in
Schedule 1 to this direction, paragraph 1(2)(a) of Schedule 8 to the Planning
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 does not apply.
Signed by the authority of the
Secretary of State

LESLEY FLINT
Head of Housing, Planning and Urban Policy
Government Office for the East Midlands
21 September 2007

SCHEDULE 1
POLICIES CONTAINED IN BROXTOWE LOCAL PLAN
ADOPTED SEPTEMBER 2004
K4
K5
E1
E2
E3
E8
E12

TOWN CENTRES
THE ENVIRONMENT (GREEN BELT)
GOOD DESIGN
ENERGY-EFFICIENT DESIGN AND LAYOUT
DEVELOPMENT WITHIN CONSERVATION AREAS
DEVELOPMENT IN THE GREEN BELT
PROTECTED OPEN AREAS
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RC5

E13b
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RC10
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RC5

RC5

RC16d

RC5
E16

RC10

RC10
RC5

RC5
RC5
RC5

RC5
RC5

E21

E16

E3 E4

E14l

RC3e

E13d

E16

E3 E4

RC16g

E12b

E3 E4
RC10

E30j
S1

E16

RC16h

RC16e

S4 INSET MAP
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E14l

E13e

RC5

RC16g

H1e
RC16d

S2b

RC5
RC5
RC5

RC5
RC5
RC5

RC5

RC5

EM1o
RC3g

E30i

RC16h

RC10
T5
RC10

RC5

RC5
RC16h

T6
RC5

RC5
RC5

T6

E3 E4

E13
E14
E16
E19
E23
E24
E25
E26
E27
E29
E31
E32
E33
E34
E35
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12
H13
EM1
EM2
EM3
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T9
T10
T11
T12
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

PROMINENT AREAS FOR SPECIAL PROTECTION
MATURE LANDSCAPE AREAS
SITES OF IMPORTANCE FOR NATURE CONSERVATION
OTHER NATURE CONSERVATION RESOURCES
GREENWOOD COMMUNITY FOREST
TREES, HEDGEROWS AND TREE PRESERVATION ORDERS
RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
POLLUTION
PROTECTION OF GROUNDWATER
CONTAMINATED LAND
GASSING LANDFILL SITES
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES, HAZARDOUS INSTALLATIONS AND MAJOR
HAZARD PIPELINES
LIGHT POLLUTION
CONTROL OF NOISE NUISANCE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NEW HOUSING SITES
PHASING OF HOUSING
HOUSING TYPE AND SIZE
SUBDIVISION OR ADAPTATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
DENSITY OF HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
LAND NOT ALLOCATED FOR HOUSING PURPOSES
BUSINESSES IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND PROPERTIES
DOMESTIC EXTENSIONS
EXTENSIONS FOR DEPENDENT RELATIVES
MINOR DEVELOPMENT
LOSS OF RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION
SITES FOR GYPSIES AND TRAVELLING SHOW PEOPLE
NEW EMPLOYMENT SITES
PROTECTION OF EMPLOYMENT LAND AND PREMISES
EXPANSION/REDEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING EMPLOYMENT PREMISES
DEVELOPERS’ CONTRIBUTIONS TO INTEGRATED TRANSPORT MEASURES
IMPROVEMENTS TO BUS FACILITIES
BUS FACILITIES IN NEW DEVELOPMENT
PARK-AND-RIDE FACILITIES
SOUTH NOTTS RAIL NETWORK (SNRN)
NOTTINGHAM EXPRESS TRANSIT (NET)
CYCLING ROUTES AND FACILITIES
PEDESTRIAN ROUTES AND FACILITIES
PROPOSED ROAD SCHEMES
GUIDANCE FOR PARKING PROVISION
FACILITIES FOR PEOPLE WITH LIMITED MOBILITY
SHOPPING AND ASSOCIATED USES WITHIN TOWN CENTRES
SITES FOR RETAIL AND ASSOCIATED DEVELOPMENT
RETAIL AND ASSOCIATED DEVELOPMENT IN LOCATIONS OUTSIDE TOWN
CENTRES
PRIME SHOPPING FRONTAGES
LOCAL SHOPPING DEVELOPMENT
PROTECTION OF LOCAL SHOPPING
FOOD AND DRINK RETAILING OUTSIDE TOWN CENTRES
SHOPFRONT DESIGN
SECURITY MEASURES

S10
RC1
RC2
RC3
RC4
RC5
RC6
RC7
RC8
RC9
RC10
RC11
RC12
RC13
RC14
RC15
RC16
RC17
RC18

SHOP FRONT SIGNAGE
LEISURE FACILITIES
COMMUNITY AND EDUCATION FACILITIES
COMMUNITY AND EDUCATION FACILITIES: SAFEGUARDED SITES
DEVELOPERS’ CONTRIBUTIONS TO EDUCATION & COMMUNITY FACILITIES
PROTECTION OF OPEN SPACES
OPEN SPACE: REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT
NEW PLAYING FIELDS
NEW INFORMAL OPEN SPACE
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR MAINTENANCE OF OPEN SPACES
EXISTING AND PROPOSED ALLOTMENTS
CEMETERY EXTENSIONS
CARING INSTITUTIONS
DAY NURSERIES
FOOTPATHS, BRIDLEWAYS AND CYCLE ROUTES
LONG DISTANCE TRAILS
GREENWAYS
OUTDOOR RECREATION PURSUITS
TOURISM FACILITIES INCLUDING HOTELS
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Positive People - Positive Leadership
Le
- Positive Partnerships

Greater Nottingham

Aligned Core Strategies

Option for Consultation

This is a summary document and includes all the themes where we are looking for your input. This
should be read alongside the full document, which will provide the background to the options we are
putting to you. If you have any questions please contact us. Our contact details are given inside.
To find out more on the Option for Consultation or if you would prefer to respond online, the full version
of the document can be found on our website at: www.broxtowe.gov.uk
Comments should be received before 5.00pm 12 April 2010.

Introduction
During June and July 2009, the councils of
Ashfield, Broxtowe, Erewash, Gedling, Nottingham
City and Rushcliffe undertook wide ranging public
and stakeholder consultation on an ‘Issues and
Options’ Report. This sought comments on a
number of alternatives to shape future development
within Greater Nottingham. The councils have
considered the consultation responses,
government guidance and have developed an
extensive technical evidence base (including for
example flood risk and housing need studies) to
draw up a more detailed Option for Consultation on
which your views are invited.

Policy 2 The Spatial Strategy – This policy sets
out the key spatial aspirations of the Councils as
to where development in Greater Nottingham will
be located. The key diagram on the back page of
this document illustrates these aspirations and this
Policy can be summarised as follows:

1 The councils must provide land for at least

52,050 new homes up to 2026. It is suggested
that the following areas be identified for
development, these are also shown on the
accompanying map:
(a)

Around 25,320 homes in the existing built
up area of Nottingham, including:-

Background

•

The Greater Nottingham councils have been
working together to develop aligned Core
Strategies with the aim of tackling joint and cross
boundary issues. Core Strategies are part of the
new Local Development Framework process
and replace old style Local Plans. They include
an overall spatial vision, strategic policies and
link closely with the objectives of Sustainable
Community Strategies. Government guidance
sets out the scope, stages and consultation
requirements of the Core Strategy process and
they are based on a consistent evidence base to
reduce the likelihood of final Strategies being found
unsound by the Planning Inspectorate.

•

Waterside Regeneration Zone, in
Nottingham City* (up to 3,000 homes)
Gedling Colliery/Chase Farm, in Gedling*
(1,120 homes)
Severn Trent and Boots site, in Broxtowe
(550 homes)
Remainder of Boots Site, in Nottingham
City, (600 homes)
Stanton Tip, Hempshill Vale, in Nottingham
City* (500 homes)

Option for Consultation

•
•

The Option for Consultation report sets out an
overall spatial vision for Greater Nottingham and
19 strategic policies to bring about the vision. The
policies and the themes they fall under can be
summarised as follows:

Sustainable Growth
Policy 1 Climate Change – All development
proposals will be required to deliver high levels
of building sustainability in advance of national
standards in order to mitigate against and adapt to
climate change.

•
•
•
(b)

Around 9,880 homes as ‘Sustainable Urban
Extensions’ to the built up area of
Nottingham, at:-

•

East of Gamston, in Rushcliffe
(4,200 homes)
South of Clifton, in Rushcliffe (4,200 homes)
One or more sustainable urban extensions
yet to be determined, in Broxtowe
(1,480 homes)

(c)

Around 4,090 homes in or adjoining
Hucknall, including Sustainable Urban
Extensions at:

•
•

Rolls Royce, in Ashfield (800 homes)
North of Papplewick Lane, in Gedling
(600 homes)
Top Wighay Farm, in Gedling* (500 homes)

•

(d)

(e)

•
•
•
•
•

Around 4,420 homes in or adjoining
Ilkeston, including a Sustainable Urban
Extension at Stanton*, in Erewash (more
than 2,000 homes)
Up to 8,340 homes elsewhere throughout
Greater Nottingham, including in or
adjoining the towns and villages of:Awsworth, Brinsley, Eastwood, Kimberley
and Watnall, in Broxtowe;
Breaston, Borrowash, Draycott and West
Hallam, in Erewash;
Bestwood Village, Calverton and
Ravenshead, in Gedling;
Bingham, Cotgrave, East Leake, Keyworth,
Radcliffe on Trent and Ruddington, in
Rushcliffe; and
development in other towns and villages,
solely to meet local needs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other new transport infrastructure will also
provided, with the priority being reducing the need
to travel, especially by the private car.

5

The Green Belt around Greater Nottingham
will be retained, but its inner boundaries will
be redrawn to allow for the Sustainable Urban
Extensions.

6

Parks, natural green open spaces, nature
reserves etc, together with the linkages
between them, will be provided or improved in
and around the locations for major residential
development identified above; and along
the important River Corridors of the Trent,
Erewash, Soar and Leen rivers, the canal
corridors, the Greenwood Community Forest,
and Urban Fringe areas.

2 Significant new employment development will
take place in the following areas:•
•
•
•

3

The City Centre, along with the Southside*
and Eastside Regeneration Zones*
The Eastcroft area of the Waterside
Regeneration Zone*
The Boots site
As part of the Sustainable Urban Extensions
at Rolls Royce, south of Clifton, east of
Gamston, Stanton*, and Top Wighay Farm*.

Further shopping, leisure and cultural
development will be encouraged in the City
Centre and the Town Centres of Arnold,
Beeston, Hucknall, Ilkeston and Long Eaton.
Bulwell will be developed so it can also be
classed as a Town Centre.
New shopping facilities will be provided to
serve development at Gedling Colliery/Chase
Farm, Waterside Regeneration Zone, and
within the Sustainable Urban Extensions of
south of Clifton and east of Gamston.

4

Major new transport infrastructure will be
provided to encourage people to use their
cars less, to meet the needs of new housing
and economic growth, and to meet the local
transport priorities, as follows:-

Nottingham Express Transit Phase 2
(extensions to Clifton and Chilwell)
Nottingham Midland Station Hub, including
capacity improvements
Nottingham to Lincoln Rail improvements
A46 improvements - Newark to Widmerpool
A453 Widening – M1 to Nottingham
Hucknall Town Centre improvements
Nottingham Ring Road Improvement
Scheme
Turning Point East (Nottingham City Centre
inner ring road improvements)
Electrification of the Midland Main Line

Note: Locations marked with an asterisk (*) are
existing allocations in Local Plans.

Policy 3 The Sustainable Urban Extensions – Aimed
at guiding the development of Sustainable Urban
Extensions (SUEs) of around 500 new homes or
more to ensure development meets the aspirations
of the councils.
Policy 4 Employment Provision and Economic
Development – Sets out a range of guidance
which will help to create sufficient employment
opportunities and strengthen economic
development.
Policy 5 Nottingham City Centre – The City
Centre will be promoted as the region’s principal
shopping, leisure and cultural destination. The role
of the City Centre will be enhanced in the future by
adopting the strategy set out in this Policy.
Policy 6 The Role of Town and Local Centres
– Develops a network and hierarchy for all centres
based on evidence on the retail performance of
centres across Greater Nottingham. Identifying
centres on this basis will ensure that any ‘town
centre’ related development is of a suitable scale
for the centre in which it is proposed and its vitality
and viability is not harmed.
Policy 7 Regeneration – Identifies the locations in
Greater Nottingham where regeneration will be
focused.

Places for People
Policy 8 Housing Size, Mix and Choice - All new
residential development should maintain, provide
and contribute to a mix of housing tenures, types
and sizes in order to create mixed and balanced
communities. An approach is set out to ensure the
appropriate mix is achieved.
Policy 9 Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople – Sufficient sites for permanent
Gypsy and Traveller caravan accommodation
will be identified in line with Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation Assessments, or any identified
need for Travelling Show People.

Policy 10 Design, the Historic Environment and
Enhancing Local Identity – Sets out the need for
new buildings to be designed to be accessible,
relate well to their surroundings and help create
places of a high architectural and urban design
quality and also the need to protect existing
buildings or areas of high quality.
Policy 11 Local Services and Healthy Lifestyles
– The policy requires community facilities to be
located in areas served by good public transport
and accessible by the majority of the public. It will
also create opportunities for linked trips with retail
or leisure uses. It requires that new developments
contribute to any facility adversely impacted. The
policy takes specific note of the importance of
health and well being and gives priority to facilities
that support this objective.
Policy 12 Culture, Sport and Tourism – Sets out an
approach encouraging further provision of culture,
tourism and sporting facilities throughout Greater
Nottingham.
Policy 13 Managing Travel Demand – Aims to
reduce the need to travel, especially by private car,
by locating new developments which would be
expected to generate significant travel demand on
sites already well served by public transport. Sets
out a hierarchical approach to ensure the delivery
of sustainable transport networks.
Policy 14 Transport Infrastructure Priorities – New
development which gives rise to the need for
additional transport infrastructure should be in
accordance with the priorities of the Local Transport
Plans covering Greater Nottingham. This Policy
requires development proposals to demonstrate
that the integrity of the transport system as a whole
is not threatened and lists existing planned major
transport improvements.

Our Environment
Policy 15 Green Infrastructure, Parks and Open
Space – Requires a strategic approach to the
delivery, protection and enhancement of Green
Infrastructure through the establishment of a
network of regional and sub-regional Green
Infrastructure corridors and assets, particularly
focussing on links between Greater Nottingham
and Derby, together with corridors and assets of a
more local level.
Policy 16 Biodiversity – Sets out a strategy to
increase biodiversity of Greater Nottingham.
Designated national and local sites of biological or
geological importance for nature conservation will
be protected.
Policy 17 Landscape Character – New
development should take account of landscape
character. Where appropriate, planning
applications should set out how the development
responds to landscape features as set out in both
the Greater Nottingham Landscape Character
Assessment and the Landscape Character of
Derbyshire.

Making it Happen
Policy 18 Infrastructure – Requires new
development to be supported by the necessary
infrastructure at the appropriate stage.
Policy 19 Developer Contributions – Planning
obligations will be sought to secure infrastructure
necessary to support new development either
individually or collectively and to achieve Core
Strategy objectives.

Importantly, the report sets out how the councils
intend to plan for the housing growth targets
required by Government as set out for each council
within the East Midlands Regional Plan, adopted
in 2009. Whilst these targets are challenging,
progressing the Core Strategy will help to
ensure that the location of future development
is sustainable, plan led by Local Authorities and
is accompanied by appropriate physical and
social infrastructure - rather than via speculative
developer-led proposals.
In the event that Central Government advice on
housing targets should change, the councils will be
able to look again at the Core Strategy (and revise
it if necessary) before it is submitted to Government
in September 2010. Councils may also wish to treat
any planning applications received for residential
or mixed developments on the green field sites
identified within the report as premature prior to
formal submission to Government.
As only the Hucknall part of Ashfield is included
within Greater Nottingham, Ashfield District Council
will consult on their own Core Strategy in February
2010 with the Hucknall elements of their ‘Preferred
Option’ closely aligned to the Greater Nottingham
document.

Next Steps
Following public consultation on the Option for
Consultation, the councils will work to refine their
strategies which will be re-published to allow formal
‘representations’ to be submitted in September
2010. Following this, the Core Strategies will be
submitted to the Secretary of State for independent
’examination’ (similar to a public inquiry).

How Broxtowe is affected by the
Greater Nottingham Aligned Core
Strategies - ‘Option for Consultation’
stage
Views are still needed on the choices of major
housing sites that have yet to be made in Broxtowe.
Each district has an allocation for new homes
between 2006 and 2026 - Broxtowe’s is 6,800. This
Broxtowe figure is split between the requirement of
3,600 relating to the Principal Urban Area (PUA) and
3,200 outside the PUA, which would be mainly in
the north of the borough. The extent of the Principal
Urban Area is shown on the map opposite.
In the borough as a whole, the total number of
homes that have been completed since 2006, or
already have planning permission, is 1735. This
leaves 5065 homes for which land still has to be
allocated. About half of these homes can be
accommodated on sites in the urban area. The
remainder needs to be located in the Sustainable
Urban Extensions (SUEs) or on other Green Belt
land.
In choosing the best sites it may be helpful to bear
in mind the following guidelines that the Council has
suggested:
Major new housing areas should •
•
•

be in more than one location
be well related to built-up areas
not join together separate built-up areas

The major new housing sites to choose from are
shown with a
symbol on the map opposite, and
are named on the labels. They were first identified
as ‘Sustainable Urban Extensions’ (SUEs) by
independent consultants Tribal.
The towns and villages in the north of the borough
that are identified in the Core Strategy to take more
housing growth are highlighted with a on the map
opposite.

At this stage, using the Response Form in this leaflet
or an interactive version on the Council’s website,
please say whether you object to, or support, any of
the following:
•
•
•
•

the potential SUEs shown on the map
the places marked on the map in the north
of the borough as being for expansion for
new homes
the large site allocated for new housing at
Boots/Severn Trent Water, Lilac Grove,
Beeston
all other planning policies described in this
summary document.

The Core Strategy is a ‘strategic’ plan showing only
the main growth areas. More consultation will take
place soon on all the details of smaller new housing
sites, some of which will need to take land currently
in the Green Belt.
To view the Option for Consultation document, visit
the Council’s website www.broxtowe.gov.uk, or ask
at the Council Offices or public libraries.
Objections or comments of support must be made
to the Borough Council on the Response Form,
either on paper or via the website by Monday
12 April 2010.
If sending by post the address is:
Planning & Building Control
Chief Executive’s Department
Broxtowe Borough Council, Council Offices
Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham
NG9 1AB
For further information, contact the Planning Policy
Team on (0115) 917 3482, 917 3452 and 917 3468 or
e-mail to pabc@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Green Infrastructure Strategy
Executive Summary

Derby

Nottingham

Leicester

a framework for sustainable growth

2010

Background

The Three Cities (Derby, Leicester and Nottingham), and the Three Counties (Derbyshire,
Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire) – called the 6Cs sub-region - is one of 29 areas with Growth
Point status proposed nationally under the Sustainable Communities Plan for significant housing
growth. The East Midlands Regional Plan therefore allocates 177,600 new homes to be built in the
area by 2026.
‘Green Infrastructure comprises the networks of multi-functional greenspace which sit within, and
contribute to, the type of high quality natural and built environment required to deliver sustainable
communities. Delivering, protecting and enhancing these networks require the creation of new
assets to link with river corridors, waterways, woodlands, nature reserves, urban greenspace,
historic sites and other existing assets.’
(East Midland Regional Plan, 2009)

The 6Cs Green Infrastructure Strategy provides an overarching strategic
framework to 2026 for Green Infrastructure (GI) planning, investment and
delivery by stakeholders working across the environmental, economic and
social sectors. It has been produced to assist with and guide actions on the
delivery of multi-functional GI within the sub-region as part of its long term
sustainable development. The Strategy takes a long term and holistic view of GI
requirements, and many of its recommendations would still be applicable in the
absence of Growth Point status.

The Strategy was commissioned in 2008 by the 6Cs Strategic Green Infrastructure Project Board,
a partnership of local authorities and environmental agencies with responsibility for overseeing
the planning and delivery of GI across the 6Cs sub-region. It is based on recommendations of
work developed in stages over 12 months by Chris Blandford Associates, and has been informed
by extensive consultations with over 100 local stakeholders involved in planning, managing and
delivering GI and sustainable development across the sub-region.

Baseline Evidence
The Strategy is based on a wide ranging study of existing GI assets in the sub-region at
both the sub-regional (Volume 3) and city scales (Volumes 4-6). This data and maps will form a
valuable strategic evidence base for more detailed work at individual local authority level.

This baseline study should significantly reduce the amount of data required
to produce local GI strategies and may be referenced and used as the basis of
more local work.

Proposed Vision for GI
Volume 1 sets out strategic aims and objectives
for the 6Cs GI Strategy and a proposed Vision
for GI in the 6Cs sub-region.

The long term Vision for GI in the 6Cs subregion is to maintain, enhance and extend
a planned multi-functional GI network. This will
comprise existing and new greenspaces, natural
and cultural features and interconnected green links
in and around the three cities of Derby, Leicester and
Nottingham, connecting with their surrounding towns
and villages as part of the sustainable growth of the
sub-region. The river valleys of the Trent, Soar and
Derwent and their tributaries provide the ‘backbone’ of the
network, linking the three cities with each other.

A major step-change in the scale, quality and
connectivity of GI assets will be required to match the scale of new growth planned in
order to deliver environmental, economic and social benefits. This will be achieved through the
commitment of stakeholders involved in planning, delivering and managing GI and sustainable
development across the 6Cs sub-region working in partnership to establish the network as a
lasting legacy for future generations.

The network will provide increased opportunities for communities in and around the three
cities to access a variety of greenspaces on their doorsteps and in the wider countryside. It will
be set within, and contribute to, a high quality natural, cultural and built environment that provides
substantial quality of life benefits for residents and visitors, and is a focus for attracting and retaining
economic investment in the area.

The network will be a framework for delivering biodiversity benefits on a landscape scale,
and as appropriate to the local landscape character, by protecting, connecting and creating
a diverse range of wildlife habitats and providing ecological corridors for species dispersal and
migration.

Investment in the network will contribute to our environmental, economic and social
adaptation and mitigation to the challenges of climate change.

The Strategic GI Network

GI planning and delivery operates at a range of scales, and involves a
hierarchy of inter-connected networks where strategic investment in GI
provision is considered to have greatest potential to deliver benefits for the
6Cs sub-region.
Commensurate with the strategic purpose of the Strategy, the datasets have allowed sub-regional
strategic and city-scale indicative GI networks linking these key assets to be identified.

The purpose of these networks is to provide the conceptual framework or
‘bigger picture’ for the delivery of large-scale enhancement projects and to
form key elements in local GI studies. These include policies in Local Development
Documents that respond to locally identified needs and identify the scale and location of GI
required to create linked networks of green space.
They are intended to help focus attention or priority on the strategic location of land that needs

to be safeguarded, managed or secured in positive ways to create a multifunctional network of green spaces and assets, for which investment in GI can deliver
the greatest range of benefits in the context of government policy priorities. It is recognised that the
Strategic GI Network is intended to be flexible and responsive to opportunities - such as access to
funding and development opportunities - that may change priorities for investment over time.

The spatial framework for the strategic planning and delivery of GI within the
6Cs sub-region is illustrated at three spatial levels:
• Sub-Regional GI Corridors – to maintain the integrity of the GI Network in the long-term,
and connect the 6Cs Network to wider Regional GI Corridors.

• City-Scale GI Corridors – to connect the sub-regional corridors, the urban fringe and the
urban cores related to specific principal urban areas and sub-regional centres.

• Urban Fringe GI Enhancement Zones - to deliver GI benefits for both existing and new
communities (Sustainable Urban Extensions) related to specific principal urban areas and subregional centres in the local areas where most development is likely to take place.

Derby

Nottingham

Leicester

Sub-regional GI corridors

City scale GI corridors

Urban fringe GI enhancement zones

The Delivery Framework

To assist in guiding the delivery of the proposed vision and network, Volume 1 of the Strategy also
sets out:

• key principles for the short and long term planning and delivery of GI within the 6Cs
sub-region.
• strategic mechanisms and funding sources for delivery of GI.
• a framework for appraising GI projects for funding.

The Delivery Framework recognises that Growth Fund available to the 6Cs partnership provides
initial investment towards a step change in the scale and type of GI delivery. Long term funding
and support for GI delivery will realistically come from a number of sources and different partners,
particularly via new development and the voluntary sector and a creative use of potential funding
sources will be needed which reflects the variety of sustainability benefits GI can deliver. It also
notes the critical need to identify, from the outset, ways of sustainably managing GI
in the long term, and suggests some of the creative ways this can be done.

Volume 2 sets out a stand alone Action Plan developed in consultation with partners and
stakeholders. It identifies priorities for action related to promotion and advocacy of the GI
principles, and existing and proposed strategic initiatives for delivering the Strategic GI Network.

Next Steps for GI Delivery

To meet the requirements of the Regional Plan, the 6Cs GI Strategy needs to be fully integrated
into the Local Development Frameworks for the sub-region, and supported by policies at a local
level. This will establish local priorities for GI investment and action, and identify GI requirements
in relation to the masterplanning and design process for individual development schemes at the
site scale.

It is intended that the Strategic Framework and Action Plan are kept under review, and
updated as necessary in the light of changing circumstances and new thinking, to continue
providing a coherent sub-regional framework for GI planning and delivery in the 6Cs sub-region.

Contacts
The Strategy is available to view and download via the 6Cs GI website hosted by the East Midlands
Green Infrastructure Network.

www.emgin.co.uk/6Cs
For further information, please contact the 6Cs GI Development Coordinator:

sharon.jefferies@leics.gov.uk
greg.phillips@leics.gov.uk

KEY

Sub-Regional Green Infrastructure Corridors
Urban Fringe Green Infrastructure
Enhancement Zones

Hucknall
City-Scale Green Infrastructure Corridors
Combined Existing Strategic Green Infrastructure
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Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire & Yorkshire Coalfield

Character Area

38

●

Widespread evidence of industrial activity including mine
buildings, former spoil tips and iron and steel plants.

●

Complex mix of built-up areas, industrial land,
dereliction and farmed open country.

●

Many areas affected by urban fringe pressures
creating fragmented and downgraded landscapes.

●

Substantial areas of intact agricultural land in both
arable and pastoral use.

●

Small, fragmented remnants of pre-industrial
landscape and semi-natural vegetation, including
many areas of woodland, river valley habitats,
subsidence flashes and other relict habitats.

●

Ever-present urban influences from major cities,
smaller industrial towns and mining villages.

●

Widespread influence of transport routes, including
canal, road (M1, M62) and rail, with ribbon
developments emphasising the urban influence in the
landscape.

●

Rolling landforms with hills, escarpments and
broad valleys.

●

Local variation in landscape character reflecting
variations in underlying geology.

●

Strong cultural identity arising from history of coal
mining and other heavy industry.

Landscape Character

This is a large landscape area which embraces the major
industrial towns and cities as well as a substantial slice of
countryside and the villages of the Nottinghamshire,
Derbyshire and Yorkshire Coalfields. It is generally defined
by shallow Coal Measures as the underlying bedrock and is
bounded by the Peak District and the woollen towns of the
Yorkshire Southern Pennine Fringe to the west, by the
Pennine Dales Fringe to the north and by the Southern
Magnesian Limestone escarpment to the east.

JOHN MORRISON/COUNTRYSIDE COMMISSION

Key Characteristics

As the coalfields adjust to the decline of traditional heavy
industries, there is considerable demand for new industrial and
commercial premises, such as these being built at Hanging Heaton.
Good location and design of new buildings could make a positive
contribution to enhancing the environment of the area.

The landscape is underpinned by generally low and
undramatic but variable hills, escarpments and broad
valleys. It is dominated everywhere by extensive urban
influences and industry. There has been constant change
and development since the era of the industrial revolution,
when there was rapid expansion of housing, transport
networks and industry of many types. The result is a
complex intermingling of rural and urban areas and of
modern commerce and industrial dereliction, the whole
creating a mosaic of disparate land uses and land cover.
The landform is characterised by generally northwest/south-east ridges formed by the alternate banding of
wet shales and dry sandstones, although locally this can be
confused by faulting and folding. The different rates by
which these bands weather away give rise to the
undulating waves of the landform. The natural west to
east flow of the rivers, from the Pennines to the North
Sea, is almost at right angles to the ridges. In practice this
creates a very characteristic pattern in the river valleys
which flow north or south along the shale/mudstone
troughs between the ridges until a weak spot in the softer
sandstone is encountered, for example, at a fault. Here
the stream or river will abruptly change course almost at
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Industrial activity has resulted in a diversity of building
types and styles extending out from village centres. Many
of the rural areas suffer from urban fringe problems around
the main towns and some are fragmented and down-graded,
creating a landscape of neglect. There are, however,
stretches of relatively unspoilt agricultural land which give
rise to some quite intact farmed landscapes, for example
the area west of Barnsley and the Moss Valley between
Sheffield and Chesterfield. Semi-natural habitats, including
woodland and river valley habitats, are fragmented and
scattered but they assume a greater significance, surrounded
as they are by urbanisation and dereliction. In some areas
the broadleaved woodlands form green, calm backdrops to
the mix of uncoordinated development. In Derbyshire
remnants of enclosure and other pre-industrial landscapes
jostle cheek by jowl with the industrial heritage. The effect
of ribbon development is such that it exacerbates the
predominance of the urban influence. At the same time,
extensive land renewal projects are creating new landscapes
particularly along the river valleys.
Much of the landscape is dominated by the extensive urban
areas and by industrial activity. Mills and factories tended
to follow water courses along the valleys whilst the
underlying coal gave rise to a very active mining industry.
Many of the mines have now closed but the remains of
collieries and extensive spoil tips are still clearly visible in
many villages and small towns in the eastern half of the
area. More recent developments for engineering,
manufacturing and light industrial uses, as well as for
commercial and retail development, have extended out
from urban areas. They often follow the main road
corridors adding ribbon development and its impact on the
landscape to the complex mosaic of land uses. The ensuing
dense network of roads, along with major transport routes
such as the M1, M62 and the main railways, all compound
the urbanisation of the area.
Several major rivers cross the area, including the Aire,
Calder, Dearne, Rother, Don and Erewash, but their
courses tend to be obscured by the industrial development
that has grown up around them. Subsidence flashes and
lagoons create valuable wildlife habitats in these valleys but
they are often surrounded by mines, tips and industrial
works. Often only the general valley form distinguishes
these areas.

SIMON WARNER/COUNTRYSIDE COMMISSION

right angles to its previous course until it hits another
ridge line. This characteristic step wise flow and
valley/ridge structure results from the underlying Coal
Measures geology. Towards the west of the area there is
a distinct drop from the Pennine uplands to the lowerlying east. Further local variation in the topography arises
from glacial deposits and alluvium or as the result of
recent human activity in the form of subsidence flashes
and reclaimed colliery spoil heaps.

Many urban settlements of the coalfields are set within a rolling
arable landscape. Settlement edges are often hard, with new housing
and industrial development clearly visible over long distances.The
landscape is quite open, tree cover is fairly sparse and hedges are
cut low, are gappy and are often poorly maintained.The urban
fringe of Wakefield is typical of many settlements in the coalfields.

Physical Influence

The area is underlain by Coal Measures which consist
mainly of mudstone with beds of sandstone and many seams
of coal. Like the Millstone Grit of the Pennine uplands to
the west, the sandstones resist erosion and form a recurring
pattern of escarpments that stand proud of shallow,
mudstone-floored valleys. The sandstone beds of the Coal
Measures are rather thinner than those of the Millstone
Grit, however, and hence the escarpments they form are
less dramatic, lower and more rounded. Major rivers
crossing the area have carved broad valleys floored by
fertile alluvial deposits and glaciation has contributed to the
shaping of some valleys such as the Aire Valley near Leeds.
It is, however, the working of coal by deep mining and
later by open-casting, together with resources of stone,
fireclay, ironstone and soft water, which have had the
greatest effect in shaping the landscape and which triggered
the industrial growth which has been so dominant in its
effect on the area.
Historical and Cultural Influences

The early history of the Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire &
Yorkshire Coalfield landscape was similar to that of the
surrounding areas. Clearance of the original forests
eventually led, by medieval times, to a landscape of
villages, hamlets and individual farms. Well-developed open
field systems were common in the east but small,
irregularly hedged and walled fields prevailed further west.
Hunting forests and deer parks were established and the
open fields and commons were gradually enclosed, privately
initially, and then by Parliamentary Enclosure Acts.
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The medieval manorial parks were mostly deer parks by the
17th century. These were often landscaped in the 18th
century usually retaining their herds of deer. Holly trees
were grown as winter fodder for deer, cattle and sheep,
either within the remaining ancient broadleaved woods or
as ‘holly hags’, ie separate holly wood enclosures. The
presence today of holly as a major component in many of
the older hedgerows may reflect this history.

Although coal mining, steel making and heavy
manufacturing are now in decline, new industrial activity is
evident with the expansion of light industry, technology and
related industries such as ceramics and specialised
engineering. The disturbed landscape of sprawling
conurbations, with their intermingled housing, roads,
railways, industrial buildings, dereliction, redevelopment
and remnant rural areas, continues to evolve.

Much of the evidence of activity by earlier generations has,
however, been lost to the widespread urbanisation that took
place from the 18th century onwards due to large-scale
industrialisation and the rapid increase in population. The
making of iron and steel is documented from the early part
of the 17th century and local resources of iron ore resulted
in the development of the iron and steel industry. A specialist
cutlery industry developed around Sheffield. In the early part
of the 17th century the industry would have relied on
charcoal from local woods but this was subsequently replaced
by coke. Rich local sources of coal meant that the conditions
were right for a massive expansion into the large-scale steel
industry, with the development of steam power, in the 18th
and 19th centuries. The coal mining industry also developed
dramatically, relying initially on canals and roads, and then
on the expanding railway system for transport.

Buildings and Settlement

Older traditional villages in the Nottinghamshire,
Derbyshire & Yorkshire Coalfield area were built of local
stone, generally sandstones and Millstone Grit, and the
core of these areas often survives today. The majority of
settlements were, however, subject to rapid, industrial
expansion in the 19th century and completely new
mining villages were also built. Brick and slate, often
transported by rail, quickly replaced stone as the local
building material and many of the brick-built mining
villages and towns built in that period still survive today.
Expansion has continued and these settlements, with the
remains of the mining industry, dominate the landscape
over wide areas.
Many of the main cities and towns have striking urban
centres, dominated by grandiose 19th century architecture,
despite the high level of rebuilding in the 20th century.
Industrial benefactors were responsible for many notable
19th century town and civic halls, schools, museums and
art galleries in several town centres, all constructed from
the Millstone Grit. Similarly the large gritstone factories
and mills dominate the valleys to the west.

The landscape is rich in industrial archaeology, including
features such as bell-pits, mills and goits, tips, old railways
and tramways, canals and bridges. Many of the woodlands
also have strong industrial links with oak having been
managed for pit-props or bark for the tanning industry, and
with sycamore to provide bobbins.
With the combination of natural resources and good quality
agricultural land, wealth was rapidly accumulated from the
17th century onwards. Wealthy industrialists created a
number of large country houses, parks and estates in the
area in the 18th and 19th centuries, many of which still
contribute to the character of the landscape today.
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Sheffield developed as a major industrial conurbation
because of the combined resources of fast-flowing water,
coal and iron and was noted for its manufacture of items
of high quality steel, in particular cutlery. Small-scale
workshops gave way to enormous blank-faced steel rolling
mills and forges. Although many of these are now being
demolished, manufacturing is still an important industry
especially in the Rother valley.

The Coal Measures give rise mainly to poor soils, which have
traditionally supported pasture. Today, however, the pattern is
more variable with the balance shifting towards arable farming, as
seen here near Jaw Hill.
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Historic buildings, especially old churches, country
houses and follies associated with country estates are
important features and landmarks. Wealthy industrialists
built imposing country houses in the area, well away
from the industrialised towns. These houses and their
associated parks occur throughout the area and include
the ring of parks around Leeds, notably Roundhay, and
the large estates overlooking the Doe Lee in north
Derbyshire, for example, Hardwick Hall, South
Wingfield and Bolsover Castle.
Development continues throughout the area, with new
housing, commerce and industry steadily encroaching into
the remaining rural areas.

landscape and the commitment of Government and a wide
range of groups and agencies, this trend is accelerating in
areas such as the South Yorkshire Forest, between
Sheffield, Rotherham and Barnsley, and the Greenwood
Community Forest around Nottingham.

Land Cover

Tree cover is variable but generally low. In areas where the
field pattern is intact there are sometimes thick hedgerows
with oak and ash as hedgerow trees. Elsewhere this pattern
has broken down and trees are sparse. Urban fringe
influences are widespread, with small fields of often degraded
pasture, vegetable crops and cereals, gappy low cut hedges,
broken fences, horse grazing and varied urban fringe
activities. Semi-natural habitats include open water, wetlands
(including subsidence flashes), grassland, remnant heaths and
woodland and these are all of great importance for nature
conservation. Many occur within the urban areas or in green
corridors leading into them. On poorer soils or steeper
slopes there are pockets of broadleaved woodland which,
together with the farmland, help to contain the urban
development. Relatively low rainfall makes this an area of
slow tree growth and so forestry has never been a feature.
Nevertheless in some areas, such as west of Barnsley and the
Moss Valley, there is a pleasing combination of farmland
interspersed with small broadleaved and conifer plantations.

JOHN MORRISON/COUNTRYSIDE COMMISSION

The Coal Measures give rise mainly to poor soils which
have traditionally supported pasture. Today the pattern is
more variable and the balance is shifting towards arable
farming. To the east especially, and on lower ground, the
land is of relatively good agricultural quality and is used for
arable crops or improved grassland. Permanent pasture is
dominant to the west, on higher ground with greater
rainfall, and dairy farms generally predominate here.
Vegetable growing is significant in some areas.

Several major rivers cross the area, including the Aire, Dearne,
Rother, Don, Erewash, and, as seen here, the Calder.Their courses
are sometimes obscured by the industrial and housing
development that has grown up around them, so that their
presence in the landscape can be negligible. However, they can
form important foci for environmental enhancement.
●

As a densely settled landscape, including a number of
major towns and cities, there are continuing pressures
for development of housing, commerce and industry.
The transport network has also been developed and
improved over the years including the construction of
several major motorways and trunk roads through the
area. Improvements in transport networks continue and
new or improved roads themselves generate further
demand for development especially at main junctions.
All the development has led to a significant loss of
tranquillity throughout the area and the development
pressure will undoubtedly continue.

●

There are significant urban fringe pressures affecting the
countryside around towns and cities. This, along with
fragmentation of viable holdings, makes farming difficult
and the pressures are evident in occasional poor standards
of maintenance, for example of field boundaries, and
poor quality pasture used for horse grazing. Demands for
recreation and access are high which can create
opportunities but may also bring additional problems for
farmers. Some rural buildings are being sold off, usually
for conversion to residential use, which results in a
degree of suburbanisation of the countryside.

Field size and pattern is highly variable and field boundaries
also vary. They range from thick, well-maintained hedges
to close-cropped or neglected hawthorn hedges and also
include post and wire or post and rail fences.
The Changing Countryside
●

The decline of the deep coal-mining industry, and of other
traditional heavy industries in the area, has left a legacy of
dereliction. There has also been change through the
removal of formerly widespread structures like pit-head
winding gear. Mines continue to be pumped and in some
areas provide important sources of drinking water and
river compensating flow. Nevertheless there are still risks
of pollution from closed mines and pressures for coal
extraction by open-cast methods still continue along with
the demand for after use of these sites for waste disposal.

●

Large-scale programmes of reclamation of coal spoil heaps
and other industrial dereliction has created a greener
appearance and clear evidence of a new generation of
reclaimed landscapes. Many areas of woodland have, for
example, been planted in the past ten years. Through a
heightened awareness of the value of woodlands in the

Shaping the Future
●

Reclamation of derelict sites will continue and provides
significant opportunities for enhancing or creating both
landscape and wildlife habitats. Care is needed to ensure
99

●

The enormous potential for enhancing this landscape by,
for example, significant woodland planting has already
been recognised and there are established Community
Forest initiatives near Sheffield and Nottingham and
similar programmes around Leeds and in east Derbyshire
and Sherwood. In the Community Forests a rich mosaic
of land uses will be created, restoring dereliction and
creating sites for sport and recreation, habitats for
wildlife and opportunities for outdoor education to
improve the quality of life for all. There may be
opportunities for this sort of approach to be applied in
other parts of the area.

●

Recreation offers scope to enhance the landscape and to
bring degraded land back into positive management.
Creation of new, formal, access opportunities, natureconservation features and facilities such as golf courses
and other visitor attractions can assist in renewing the
landscape in appropriate locations.

●

A number of major initiatives are already underway in
the Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire & Yorkshire Coalfield
landscape aimed at environmental improvement and
enhanced opportunities for enjoyment. These build on
the environmental work of the local authorities over the
past 20 years or so. In addition to the activity in the
Community Forests referred to above, examples include
Groundwork initiatives and the East Derbyshire
Woodlands Project. Greater co-ordination between
different schemes and the economic and social
development process may assist the process of renewal
in the future.

●
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Where hedges and hedgerow trees have declined,
hedgerow restoration and replanting will improve
wildlife habitats and strengthen landscape structure. In
sustainable farming areas it may be appropriate to restore
field patterns.
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Glossary

flash: a water body caused by mining subsidence
goit: local term for a mill-race
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that the wealth of natural regeneration that has
spontaneously developed on many post-industrial sites,
often over a varied topography of intimate scale and with
rich historical associations, is fully appreciated and
enhanced rather than erased by reclamation.

Tree cover is variable, but generally low. In areas where the field
pattern is intact there are sometimes thick hedgerows with oak
and ash as hedgerow trees.There are also areas of coniferous or
mixed plantations such as here at Nether End. This is a landscape
with considerable potential for enhancement through tree
planting, as recognised by the presence of two Community
Forests and several other woodland initiatives within the area.
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IDLE LOWLANDS

A varied, low lying region characterised by sparsely settled
carrlands, levels, and rolling sandlands with village settlements.

CARRLANDS

6
VALLEY CARRS AND LEVELS

7

MID-NOTTINGHAMSHIRE FARMLANDS

A rural agricultural region characterised by small nucleated red brick
villages, narrow country lanes, ancient woodlands, wooded "dumble"
streams and a variable pattern of fields.

VILLAGE SANDLANDS

TERRACE SANDLANDS
WOODED FARMLANDS
FOREST SANDLANDS
DUMBLE FARMLANDS
RIVER MEADOWLANDS

5

SHERWOOD REGION
VILLAGE FARMLANDS

A well-wooded, and in places industrialised region
characterised by semi-natural woodlands and heaths,
historic country estates, large pine plantations, mining
settelements and a planned layout of roads and fields.

PASTORAL SCARPS AND TERRACE

FOREST SANDLANDS

9
FOREST ESTATELANDS

EAST NOTTINGHAMSHIRE SANDLANDS

A remote low-lying agricultural region characterised by a well-ordered
layout of fields and roads, small red brick villages, a varied pattern of
woodland and pockets of remnant healthy vegetation.

SETTLED SANDLANDS

SANDSTONE ESTATELANDS

TERRACE SANDLANDS

VILLAGE FARMLANDS

HEATH SANDLANDS

RIVER MEADOWLANDS

4

MAGNESIAN LIMESTONE RIDGE

A gently rolling, in places urbanised, agricultural
landscape with a regular pattern of large fields
and distinctive stone villages

LIMESTONE FARMLANDS

LIMESTONE FRINGE

8

RIVER MEADOWLANDS

TRENT WASHLANDS

A low lying agricultural region associated with the broad valleys
of the Trent and Soar, characterised by productive arable farming,
meadowlands, small nucleated villages, market towns and cities,
power stations and quarries.

TERRACE FARMLANDS

4

RIVER MEADOWLANDS (A)

5
7

RIVER MEADOWLANDS (B)

ALLUVIAL ESTATELANDS

8

ALLULVIAL WASHLANDS
RIVER VALLEY WETLANDS

9

3

11

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE WOLDS

A sparsely settled and remote rural region characterised by rolling
clay wolds, mixed farming, small red brick villages and narrow
country lanes.

WOODED CLAY WOLDS
CLAY WOLDS

WOODED HILLS AND SCARPS
VILLAGE FARMLANDS

12

VALE OF BELVOIR

A low lying clay vale with a strong tradition of dairying
characterised by large hedged fields, small rural villages
and wide views to rising ground.

VALE FARMLANDS

10
3

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE COALFIELD

A densely settled, heavily industrialised region characterised
by closely spaced mining settlements, pit heaps and small
pastoral farms.

12
COALFIELD FARMLANDS
RIVER MEADOWLANDS
MAIN URBAN AREAS

10

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE FARMLANDS

A prosperous lowland agricultural region with a simple rural
character of large arable fields, village settlements and broad
alluvial levels.

11

VILLAGE FARMLANDS

ALLUVIAL LEVELS
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Appendix EDP 8
Theoretical Visual Envelope of the Site based on Topographic Data
(EDP293/09a 15 November 2011 DS/DL)
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Appendix EDP 9
Illustrative Masterplan, Field Farm, Stapleford (Drawing No. SK14 rev. J,
October 2011, Halsall Lloyd Partnership Architects & Designers)
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Appendix EDP 10
Illustrative Landscape Framework
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Medium

Receptors here ar recreational but are unlikely to be
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Photoviewpoint 19 - Stapleford road (northwest view)
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Photoviewpoint 19 - Stapleford road (southeast view)
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High

Residential receptors along Stapleford Road would
have open views across the existing site to Stapleford
Hill. They no doubt value these views.

Substantial/
moderate

Magnitude of Change
Explanation

The northern part of
Stapleford Road, adjacent to
the site would have a limited
change with that part of the
site retained in agricultural
use. The southern part
would see much greater
change and development
here is likely to be clearly
visible, even accounting for
boundary planting/ retention
of existing vegetation.

Significance of
Change
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Maj/ mod +
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Photoviewpoint 19

(overlap)

Field Farm

Photoviewpoint 23 - Ilkeston road (west view)

Stapleford Hill

(overlap)

Photoviewpoint 23 - Ilkeston road (east view)
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Viewpoint
No.

Sensitivity of
Receptor

Sensitivity Explanation

Magnitude of
Change
Experienced

23

High

Residential receptors along Ilkeston Road would have
open views across the existing site to Stapleford Hill.
They no doubt value these views.

Very
substantial/
substantial

Magnitude of Change
Explanation

Receptors will experience
development facing the road
and the character of this
view will change from
semi-rural to urban.
Development will be highly
prominent in views.

Significance of
Change
Experienced
Major +
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Photoviewpoint 23

Approximate extent of site

Inset

Photoviewpoint 26 - View from Quarry Hill, Stanton-By-Dale
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Viewpoint
No.

Sensitivity of
Receptor

Sensitivity Explanation

Magnitude of
Change
Experienced

26

Medium

Road users here are at the edge of the
Stanton-by-Dale conservation area and oriented
towards the site.

Negligible

Magnitude of Change
Explanation

The development is 2.2 km
away and occupies low
laying land presently
enclosed to two sides by
existing housing areas.

Significance of
Change
Experienced
Minor
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Photoviewpoint 26

Approximate extent of site

Photoviewpoint 27 - Corner of Stanhope Street and Littlewell Lane, Stanton-By-Dale
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Viewpoint
No.

Sensitivity of
Receptor

Sensitivity Explanation

Magnitude of
Change
Experienced

27

High/
medium

Receptors here are using the public footpath network
in the context of the conservation area and may partly
be using the route to enjoy the view.

Negligible

Magnitude of Change
Explanation

Given the 2.5km distance
and the topography of the
site, the development will
be barely discernable in this
view.

Significance of
Change
Experienced
Minor +
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Photoviewpoint 27
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Photoviewpoint 28 - Longfield Lane, Hallam Fields
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Viewpoint
No.

Sensitivity of
Receptor

Sensitivity Explanation

Magnitude of
Change
Experienced

28

High/
medium

Views are available from the street/road /driveways to
residential properties. Generally, houses are
orientated ‘side on’ to the site whereas the road is
orientated towards it.

Negligible

Magnitude of Change
Explanation

The site is 2.5km distant
and heavily screened by
intervenig vegetation.

Significance of
Change
Experienced
Minor +
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